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G� S. U. Reorganization 
At a special meeting of the University Assembly held March 17 in the Community 
Conference Center, President Leo Goodman-Malamuth II announced his plan for 
the administrative reorganization of GSU after a little more than 7 months in office. 
In his report the Assembly the President stated he had researched the original 
mandate of the University and talk to a lot of people, and had then ask the Executive 
Committee to form an Ad Hoc Committee to study the reorganization of the 
University's administration. 
The President said the Committee spent many hours discussing and preparing 
various reorganizational plans, and that he is very pleased with the participation 
and had incorporated a great number of the Committee's ideas. 
Also input from the Vice Presidents, Unit Heads, and Deans was sought. 
Explaining that historically Student Services had not been given the attention and 
level of status required, the President announced that a Dean of Student Services 
wiJI be created. 
"Student Services is an integral part of the University: it is for the students that 
we are here." 
The other new position is Director of Computer and Information Services, 
reporting directly to the President. The Instructional Computer Liaison wiii report 
to the new Director. 
A slide chart was presented to illustrate the forcoming changes. One of the major 
changes wiJI occur in the R&I Wing, renamed Institutional Research and Planning. 
This Wing will encompass Institutional Research, Budget Planning, Facilities 
Planning and Space Administration. 
There will be three Vice Presidents instead of four, with the position of Vice 
President for Community Services being made an Associate Vice President and 
reporting to the Vice President of Academic Affairs. 
<l/of. 5 cNo. 8 
Announced 
The biggest change will be in the office 
of the Vice President for Academic Af­
fairs, and the President stated that he had 
not yet decided whether to add the ad­
ditional title of Provost to that position, r 
thereby changing the function of the 
position of Executive Associate, or to 
retain the present positions as they are. 
Reporting directly to the Vice President 
for Academic will be the Associate Vice 
President for Research (formerly the 
Special Projects Coordinator under the • 
aegis of Rxll, the Associate Vice 
President for Community Services, the 1 
Deans of the four colleges, the Dean of 
Special Programs and Instructional 
Services, and the Dean of Student Affairs 
and Services. 
Continue on page 2 
Leo Goodman Malamuth II 
Tuition Increase Hits Governors State 
As a n e w  univer s i t y  
Governors State was mandated 
to be "especially sensitive to 
po o r e r  s t u d e n t s  a n d  
minorities." The schools low 
tuition rate has been a strong 
drawing point in recruiting. But 
· this might soon change in light 
of the coming tuition hike in 
September. It was disclosed 
that university officials are 
considering ways to offset the 
expected increase. 
Bill Dodd, director of 
university relations said that 
concern administrators might 
look into reducing school­
related cost such as student 
activity and parking fees to 
possibly make-up the dif­
ference. 
The tuition at GSU will be 
$21.25 per course unit for un­
dergrads who are Ulinois 
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residents, and $22.50 for grad 
students. Twelve units is 
considered a full-time load. The 
current rate for both undergrad 
and grad students is $13.25 per 
course unit. 
Tuition also will be increased 
for non-Illinois students, which 
Dodd said amount to only 1 or 2 
percent  of  t h e  school 
enrollment. 
Out-of-state grads and un­
dergrads now pay $40 per credit 
unit. In September, undergrads 
will be paying $63.75 per unit 
and grads will be paying $67.50. 
The tuition increase, Dodd 
added, probably will have "an 
impact on enrollment" but he 
didn't cite any estimates. He 
did say, however, that "our 
Continue on page 2 Bill Dodd University Relations Director 
Clean Streams Week �icks off Here 
According
_ 
to a 1974 lllinois Departm�t of thrown, poured, or otherwise into a body of 
Conservation report on outdoor recreation water in the form of waste. It is almost 
in Illinois, "Rivers and streams are lllinois_' common knowledge that people are the 
most valuable recreational resources. Un­
fortunately, most of them have been 
seriously degraded by pollution," the 
report states. "Many have also been 
modified to serve only one useful purpose 
- carrying runoff waters. They receive 
wastes of all kinds - even raw sewage.'' 
Clean Streams Week in lllinois, set for 
May 14-22 by Governor James Thompson, 
is an initial effort by the lllinois En­
vironmental Protection Agency and 
regional and county planning commissions · 
statewide to involve lllinois citizens in a 
two-year program to rid the state's waters 
of pollutants. 
SEDIMENT TOP POLLUTANT 
Tile U.S. Departmeot of" Agriculture 
estimates that sediment is the nation's 
number one water pollutant, with 4 billion 
tons lost each year. Sediment is matter 
that settles at the bottom of water. It is 
usually, directlv or indirectlv dumoed. 
biggest contributors in this area, �ing 
a'ly place to rid themselves of what is no 
longer needed or useful. Tiley do it almost 
unconsciously; habitually. 
Sometimes there are other indirect 
factors like polluted soil finding it's way 
into a body of water through erosion. 
Pollutants like nitrogen, phosphorus, 
ammonia and organic wastes come from 
fertilizer and pesticide application and 
livestock feedlots on lllinois farms. Ex­
posed mineral seams, mine haulage and 
entrance roads, spoil banks and mine 
refuse disposal areas contain pyrites 
which, upon exposure to air, can produce 
drainage to rivers and streams containing 
sulfuric acid, iron and other metals. 
Abandoned mines constructed prior to 
the establishment of recent mining 
regulations are the major source of such 
water pollutants. Current federal, state 
and local regulations provide controls for 
active mines. 
In urban areas, heavy metals, sulfuric 
acid, sediment and non-biodegradeable 
substances like asbestos, come from in­
dustrial smoke, car exhaust, lawn and golf 
course fertilizers, improperly sealed land­
fills and construction sites. 
While the state's waters continue to be 
degraded, water-based recreation is 
becoming more and more popular. 
PUBUC PARTICIPATION 
Public- participation is the key to 
developing a plan for controlling water 
pollutants that is workable on the local 
level. The individual citizen can have a 
tremendous impact upon the planning 
process by deciding which regulatory 
programs would best meet local needs and 
priorities. 
Agricultural land, construction sites, 
mining areas and city streets, parking lots. 
and residential areas are beilig examined 
to detennine the types and amounts of 
Continue on page 2 
Cffu. flnnoaato'L 
G.S.U. Reorganization 
Reporting to the Dean of Special Programs and Instruc­
tional Services will be the Director of Asessment 
and Coordinator of the BOG Programs, Intercollegiate 
Programs, Director of the U\-ll·!, LRC, Director of ICC, 
Coordinator of Community College Relations and 
Recruiting, the Directio of Career Planning and 
Placement, and Co-op Education. The President 
Stated that the last three might possibly report 
to the Dean of Student Affairs and Services. 
Reporting to the Dean of Student Services will be 
the Director of Student Activities, the Director 
of Financial Aid, Veterans Affairs, and also 
Counseling. Testing. and Health Services. 
The position of Vice President of Administration 
and the offices reporting directly to that position 
will remain the same, with the previously mentioned 
exceptions of Budget Planning and Facilities 
Planning. 
The Office of University Advocate will be abolished, 
but tpe functions will be handled by the Office of 
Student Affairs and Services and other appropriate 
University offices. 
After answering questions from the floor, he asked 
for comments in writing on the rerorganization p�an. 
·Excerpted from the minutes 
of the March 18 University 
Assembly Heeting. 
Governors State Tuition Hike 
instinct tells us this is going to 
hurt." 
In the past many of GSU's 
"innovative features have been 
lost, abandoned, or sacrificed 
for the sake of a more com­
fortable, easy way. 
What it seems GSU lacks is a 
little imagination. Whatever 
can be done to cushion the blow 
for "poorer and minority 
students" should be given 
serious consideration in an 
atmosphere of growing doubt 
over whether GSU is in fact 
"innovative." 
Of course, the situation is 
much more crucial than just 
cleaning-up our waters. It 
saving our land - using it, 
instead of abusing it. It is 
calling for a conscious effort on 
our part to begin to be more 
aware of the (space) the land 
we tread on. 
H ow to wreck a 
Nat ion/State 
1 .  Elect and or appoint government personnel who are not capable emotionally and 
intellectually of implementing the conceptual framework (philosophy) of the nation-
state. . . 
2. Compete internally for resources both human and non-human as tttough you are 
separate independent entities, rather than interacting as an Interdependent 
"whole" -whose existence is grounded in the same mandate, philosophy, and goal .  . 
3. Be oblivious to the social fact that planning and evaluation are systematic 
processes. 
4. Be oblivious to the social fact that evaluation data is "social change." 
5. Violate established systems, processes, and procedures that are designed to 
rationalize and make efficient governmental operations. 
6. Do not establish an inquiry in order to handle input by various units and or 
individuals into governmental decision making processes <policy decisions) .  
7 .  Alienate individuals from the power resources within the society. 
8. Encourage the concepts "we'' and "they" in intra and or authority positions, and 
staff and line positions. 
9. Encourage artificial and or arbitrary distinctions which enhance racism and 
sexism, and general and specific incompetence. 
10. Encourage behaviors that violate human rights and or integrity, i.e., encourage 
behaviors that are not related philosophically to what you say you are about < in­
consistency). 
11. Establish goals on a "post hoc proctor" basis (after the fact) -which encourages 
non-efficiency and non- accountability. : 
12. Deal in "strange variables": for those of you who are not familiar with the concept 
variable - a variable is a property characteristic of a unit of analysis which takes· on 
different values across different units of analyses. Strange wouldn't you say!!! 
One question comes to mind: Is there discrepancy between what is and ought to be 
in American society? If so, do we have the "critical thinking" ability, institution 
strategies ; and above all, the will to bridge the gap! This question is raised not as a 
medium to run-down American philosophically, institutionally, and programmatical­
ly. The author realizes that one way to wreck a society nation-state is to rundown and 
or talk down its institutional structures. 
The question is raised in order to provide a conceptual framework for some creative 
thinking about the following issues : 
1. Societal planning and or coordination t institutional and or programmatic l. 
2. Societal evalua-tion (governmental ,  institutional, and professional). 
3. Systems analysis and or systems integr:.tion . 
4. Institutional change strategies. 
5. Cross cultural andor multi-ethnic education Celitism-vs- non-elitism in education). 
6. Societal: inter and or intra group communication. 
7. Governmental: inter and or intra staff communication . telitism-vs-non-elitism l. 
Not to be clear about these issues as a nation-state puts us at the same starting point 
as an il l-advised sprinter who runs and runs about in circles creating motion and 
chaos, but never human community. 
PROMETHEUS 
An end to words. Deeds now. 
The world is shaken. 
The deep and secret way of thunder. 
is rent apart. 
Fiery wreaths of lightning flash. 
Whirlwinds toss the swirling dust. 
The blasts of all the winds are battling in the air, 
and sky and sea are one. 
On me the tempest falls. 
It does not make me tremble. 
0 holy Mother Earth, 0 air and sun, 
behold me. I am wronged. Dr. Mills 
Clean Streams 
Week 
Continue from page 1 
pollutants they contribute to rivers and 
streams. 
Local citizens are being asked to heir 
develop land management schemes 
educational programs, economic in· 
centives and new regulations to helt: 
alleviate problems in local areas. Agen­
cies for plan implementation must also be 
identified at the local and state levels. 
The adoption of the Federal Water· 
Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 
has established several new dimensions to 
water pollution control programs in vir­
tually every state as well as avenues for 
citizen involvement in fighting water 
pollution. 
These new dimensions include : 
- recognition of the importance of sound 
institutional arrangements for im­
plementation of the required programs at 
the local level. 
- acknowledgement of the significant 
role played by nonpoint sources of 
pollution in degrading our streams and 
lakes. 
spearheaded by Cook County Clean 
Streams Committee, a citizen's group 
which has been sponsoring the effort in the 
Chicago area for 23 years. To obtain more 
information on clean water planning in 
Illinois, participation in plan development 
through a regional advisory committee or 
for direction on planning activities for 
Clean Streams Week and obtaining 
speakers, contact: 
Sue Laue or Chuck Kincaid, IEPA, 
Springfield, 217/782-3362 
Bill Frerichs, IEPA, Champaign, 
217/333-8361 
Bill Sullivan, South Central Illinois 
Regional Planning and Development Com­
mission, Salem, 618/548-4234 
Dawn Wroble, Western Illinois Regional 
Council, Macomb, 
309/837-3941 I Annette Nussbaum, USEPA, Chicago, 
312/353-2165 I Patricia Stemper, Northeastern Illinois 
Planning Commission, Chicago, 312/454-
'0400 
Mike Johnson, Southwestern Illinois 
Metropolitan and Regional Planning Com­
mission, Collinsville, 618/344-4250 
Bob Child, Greater Egypt Regional 
Planning and Development Commission, 
Carbondale, 618/549-3306 
Mary Boyer, Cook County Clean 
Streams Committee, River Forest, 
312/369-9420 
- the importance from a management 
standpoint of having comprehensive and The entire G.S.U. 
well-organized formal plans to guide the 
progress of the program. 
Planning for the future and providing for Community is 
the elimination of water pollution is the 
only way to -assure an equitable 
distribution of limited water resources urged to participate 
while maintaining a quality environment. 
Clean Streams Week is being 
9� flnn.oaato't . 
• 
to the Editor 
DearFfitor: . 
I am a graduate student of GSU, I would like to ask a questieQ..: -- _ 
Why our Master Degree in Business Admiliistration is <:ailed M.A. B.A. and- not 
M.B.A.? Could you explain the difference between the two? 
Sin_c�ely yours 
Mohammed NI. Far90SJi 
Graduate Studenf College of BPS 
The M.A.B.A. is an authorized degree approved by ·the Board of Higher Education 
Governors State University, at this time is not authorized to grant M.B.A. Informa­
tion concerning the difference between the two degrees can be obtained from assis-. 
tant Dean in graduate Studies in CBPS. 
Memorial to Ed Stormer 
By: Jacquie Lewis 
When I first came to GSU I met a man 
who changed my life. New doors were 
opened to me by having the opportunity to 
know and work with Ed Stormer. Now, 
with his passing, my life has changed 
again. A part of me is lost without him. 
Almost two years ago I became a work­
study assistant to Ed. His passion for 
parapsychology linked with mine and my 
large appetite to learn more about this new 
intriguing field made our meeting seem 
predestined. 
I had the pleasure of working for Ed in 
areas that most professors would not 
speak to, let alone investigate. His 
curiosity did not allow him to limit himself 
to the mere traditional aspects of ESP 
testing. He set me on mental journeys to 
explore such unorthodox areas as 
palmistry, handwriting analysis, and 
Kirlian photography. 
As time passed our relationship became 
one of mutual understanding and giving. 
He 'turned me on' to parapsychology 
articles and books as I did likewise for 
him. We shared private jokes that not all 
would understand. I remember many 
times confiding to him some humourous 
item I had read or heard about parap­
sychology. He'd break out in that little 
laugh, a sort of contagious giggle, that was 
unique to him. As my boss he never yelled 
Dear Sir: 
I am quite concerned about an ad my 
daughter Beverly answered from your 
paper, issue Jan. 4, l!n?. 
The ad was for stuffing envelopes. $1.00 
was sent for information to get started in 
order to make extra money. After she 
mailed the $1.00, a week or so later she 
received a letter saying to receive a list of 
firms wanting envelope stuffing and 
newspaper clippings $12.00 would be 
needed. Well, we thought this was on the 
up and up because the ad was from your 
paper. She is an honest person and sent a 
personal money order for $12.00 on Feb. 8, 
1966; Joliet Federal Savings and Loan, 
Joliet, lll., payable to Envelopes Dept. 339. 
On Feb. 28, 1m I called the bank and the 
money had been cashed on Feb. 16, 1!n7. 
On March 10, 1m she received a check for 
$12.00 from the Student Union Publications 
predated, March 20, 1!n7. I thought this 
odd to date a check so far in advance, I had 
a copy made. Well we waited the 10 days 
and cashed the check at the Heritage 1st 
National Bank of Lockport, Ill., my other 
daughter Mary works there and used her 
at me <although at times I may have 
deserved it!). He always encouraged me 
to inquire deeper into the mystery of the 
unknown. 
A committee has been formed to see that 
Ed's research and classes in parasp­
sychology and other areas continues. The 
members are: Dr. Tulsi Saral, Chair­
person; Marge Sharp; Dr. Bill Rogge; 
Dean Cogdell; Dr. Ken Wieg; Ass't. Dean 
Bill Katz; Student Ass't. ·Dean JoAnn 
Hollowell; Maria Pappas-nikolas, and 
myself. There have been suggestions of 
starting a parapsychology grant program 
and developing a yearly symposium in this 
area in Ed's memory. The committee 
expresses only a handful of people; 
faculty, administrators, and students, who 
would like to see the things that Ed lived 
for an believed in - his life's work -live on. 
As I write this I'm crying again but I feel 
in my heart that Ed is on 'the other side' 
now with the same avangarde spirit that 
he had when I knew him. He's probably 
asking thousands of questions, seeking out, 
and conversing with people who had his 
interests at heart when they were alive; 
men like Edgar Cayce, Carl Jung, Arthur 
Ford, and William James. 
I know I speak not only for myself when I 
say "You were truly loved, Ed and will 
always be missed." 
Letter 
account number for reference. Today 
March 29, 1!n7 my dauther at the bank 
received a notice saying this company ac­
count is closed. The check was bad my 
daughter Beverely is out $12.00. I'm 
wondering how many other trusting young 
people answered this ad and have lost 
money by doing so. 
What will be done about this? How can 
my daughter get her $12.00? I am a widow 
and every penny counts. My daughter says 
to forget it, and chalk it up to experience. I 
am writing this letter as a concerned 
mother, Please reply! We thought Gover­
nors State University was a fine school and 
I know something can be looked into to 
check on the crooks that ran the ad, and 
try to get my daughter's money back. 
$12.00 may seem a little but why let the 
crooks have it. I have copies of the checks 
and money order. 
Thank you 
Mrs. Betty Krakover 
Route 4 Box 173 
Lockport, lllinois 
60441 
It is ne�ring the end or the trimeste . The LR� will observe trimester break hours They will be: April 28-29 · · 8 . 30 _ 5. 00 Saturday, April30 CLOSED May2-4 
AI th c· I · 8:30-5:00 s?· e u-cu ah�n De;Par�ment _or th� LRC would like to remind everyone that sprmg-summer reg1stratJon IS commg. If you do want your overdue library ruaterials to keep you from registering, re�urn them as soon as possiblt> 
CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATION.S 
The 2 photographs on page 6 of the last issue on the Third World Conference were 
taken by Randall Charlton. They were credited to Zelda Peters. · 
Confessions 
by Matthew A. Koswenda 
As a child what I feared most was confession. Being a Catholic and going to all 
Catholic schools through college I was subjected to religious instruction, and addi­
tional instruction from my parents. 
I was always afraid going to confession the nuns marched us there and lined us up. I 
always tried to get an "easy priest." In line I remembered that the nuns told us that 
you couldn't lie because God knew; and everyone would know our sins at the last 
judgment because everyone would be there to hear our lists of sins read. 
I was afraid the people outside would hear or that the priest would recognize my 
voice. Because then everytime he saw me he's be thinking I know what that little 
creep does. I felt guilty about whatever I did and if I got a mean priest who lectured 
me I was upset. <The nuns said, they had no sins but only confessed to make the 
priests happy that also upset me.) 
I tried all kinds of devices to "get off easy". Once I was whispering to the old deaf 
pastor; "I was saying, I had bad thoughts about Cassie. <She was in eighth grade but 
was extremely advanced for her age.> The old pastor yelled in the confessional-You 
had bad thoughts about Lassie!!? What are you crazy?" 
I would try and run my big sins before a bunch of small ones to get off easy. Once I 
disliked a priest so much, I went to school when I had the flu just to blow in his direc­
tion. 
As I grew older I got more reckless and felt less guilty. About a year ago my pastor 
was getting ready to retire so I decided to see him. Talking about my sins he asked, if I 
was sorry, I said, yes and no, Yes I was wrong, but no because everything that's any 
fun to do is a sin. 
This reminds me of a story'. A skidrow preacher was giving a hell fire speech to a 
bunch of bums, who only wanted some warm food and a little shelter. The preacher 
was yelling to these persons, "You'll go to hell unless you change your ways! Do you 
want that? Hell is full of painted wicked ladies! Hell is full of gambling! Hell is full of 
liquor!" The preacher stopped to look at the audience. From the end of the skidrow 
mission a little old grey haired bum got up and said, Oh, Death where is thy sting. 
� 
Student Director Does 
The I mpossi ble 
If you are �ver in the m
_
ood to dir�t a play at GSU and _you think it's easy, the�Ik to Donald C�ayton about 1t. Donald IS a graduate student in Theatre Arts who decided �
.
Beca�e h1s area of �mpha��. is in Theatre) to pur on a production of the play Curtam Call Mr. Aldridge, Sir by Ossie Davis and the clouds of hardship promptly began to form. He ':Vas first informed by a faculty member that the last five students who attempted to direct a play all ended up cancelling 'the show. A dismjl) precedent' Then, s�n afte� reh�rsa!s started cast mernbeFS sfarted dropping out of th� productwn seemmg�y like fhes. Well with GSU so out of the way and finals coming' up It was very hard to fmd replacements. But it was Done. Another difficulty was the fact that most of the theatre student body
_ 
has gone overseas on a class trip, leavin ve few people around t� form a production crew the result being Donald had to r�ruft personnel from outs1de the theatre and whatever positions couldn't be flied lJ Don�l� had to do them himself. They included: Set Designer Technica: Di�:t�r' Pubhc1ty,_ Head Carpenter, and Business Manager. ' ' 
But Donald is a young director who wants to learn what jt's all about. He's had quite a lesson. Donald plans to run his own professional com pan}' when he's-finished at GSU and therefore he'd better get used to doing the impossible. . : _ The play opens Aprp 29� thru May 1st. Show time is at eight o'clock. Admission is $1.00 for the general public and free to students. For more information cail.s:M-5000 ext. 2119or 2143. - · · ' 
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COmmentary on Better Communitie.s Workshop 
------- By Sandra Walsh Olde -------
Some psychologists say that we revert to 
childhood values when we find ourselves in 
a situation that is foreign to us. We find the 
security that is necessary by doing what 
our parents would have told us to do. 
I was tempted to do that last Wednesday 
morning. I received an assignment for "A­
nyone" to cover the Better Community 
Workshop in the W.E.E. Conference Room 
at 10:00a.m. 
Upon arrival, I perceived that the sub­
ject was "The Failure of Black Churches 
to Liberate Its Members." Bobby Mills, 
the major speaker, was polite and genuine­
when he invited me in. I possessed the 
calmness and confidence of an objective 
press reporter for a few minutes. I got a lit­
tle nervous when asked by several per­
sons, "What are you doing here?" I began 
to lose some of my confidence and began to 
ask myself the same question. I toyed with 
the ideas of leaving. I was serious about 
leaving when Dr. Mills said some of us in 
attendance won't like what he has to say. 
He began to compare what white folks 
want and what black folks want. 
I think I could have succumbed to fear at 
that point. There were three of us white 
folks and about 33 of those black folks. Vi­
sions of my family's moving patterns 
came into view. When I was a child, as 
soon as blacks moved within three miles of 
our home, we moved. 
Juxtaposed with this memory was a call 
to be brave. Some teacher told me once 
that to be brave isn't always easy, but in 
the long run, 'it's worthwhile. 
I was not shocked by Dr. Mills' electrici­
ty, I was "turned on." As a Christian 
woman it was not difficult for me to iden­
tify with the problems exposed. Dr. Mills 
pointed out that Pauline ideology, on which 
Christianity is based, is profitable only for 
WASPS. All my life I've had problems with 
St. Paul. Scripture scholars I've en­
countered have tried to convince me that 
he wasn't out to exploit women. <I'm still 
not convinced and would like to hear Dr. 
Mills' notions on that issue.> 
I was thoroughly caught up with the first 
Saul Bellow Looks At Chicago 
by Sue Gray 
Saul Bellow, Chicago writer and Nobel Prize winner, spoke to an audience of 1000 
people at the Drake Hotel on Aprill. 
The occasion was the sixth annual Jefferson Lecture in the Humanities, and the sub­
ject was Chicago, about which the author has written affectionately as well as 
critically. 
Bellow's use of words was dazzling, as were his observation powers. He took 
nothing for granted. His mind recorded the sights, smells and sounds of the city in 
which he had spent most of his life, and stored them until he was ready to draw upon 
them for material in his books, or, in this case, for a lecture. 
Such is the stuff of which great writers are made. Add to that a talent for treating 
the universal concerns of man with humor, compassion, and brilliance. 
It is no wonder, then, that Bellow was the recipient of the Jefferson Award, the 
highest honor the nation pays tJ one of its citizens for achievement in the humanities. 
In his talk, Bellow vividly contrasted the city of his youth with the complex, 
troubled, but still vigorous city of today. 
He expressed the writer's view of Chicago when he said, "We may enjoy a rich but 
also painful freedom of spirit. It is painful because the setting is one of ugliness, 
cruelty and suffering. It is rich because we are at liberty to go as far as mind and 
talent permit to satisfy our hunger for the messages to make sense of the mystifying 
mixture of our individual, historical legacies." 
Can or Should We Recapture 
the "Gay Spirit"? 
by Sandra Wa'Ish Ohde 
Ben Johnson 0573? - 1637) was acknowledged as the literary dictator of England. 
He gathered notables of the English language, such as John Donne, William 
Shakespeare and Frcmcis Bacon. They were a brilliant circle of wits, who carefully 
guarded the "King's English" so that it wouldn_'t be corrupted. 
part of the Workshop. I couldn't stay for 
the second part because of other com­
mitments, which I regret. This was to be 
the br.ai'!-storming, problem-solving part. 
I came to GSU for the exposure it would 
afford me. I COl,tld have gone to Saint 
Xavier's or Rosary or any other college or 
university in the area. I wanted to find out 
for myself whether Dad's theories were 
correct. But I'm becoming confused as 
how I should respond. I love the concept of 
integration. It's real. When you live, work, 
and interact with different people, you can 
make logical judgments. No high level 
idealization for the underdog results and 
conditioned reflexes can be re-examined. 
My problem today is how do I deal with 
the Black experience. I'd rather just 
regard them as fellow human beings 
fighting for a reasonable existence. It 
hurts to be stereotyped as a white folk, the 
natural enemy of the black folk. I can't 
help being white anymore than my friend 
Lou can help being black. My own personal 
RonSaucci-------------
I was staying overnight in a mission out­
side of Rio de Janerio. Waking in the mid­
dle of the night I went down the hall to use 
the bathroom. Someone was in there, I 
went back to my room and returned a little 
later. Still occupied. Curious, I listened at 
the door and heard a most unexpected 
sound: snoring. After finding another 
bathroom I went back to bed determined to 
solve the mystery. 
The next morning I was introduced to 
the midnight snorer at breakfast. His 
name was Luis Pereira and he had been 
sleeping in the downstairs bathroom for 
over a year. Luis was 12 when his mother 
died. Not having a father, he became a 
shopping bag boy, living off his wits and 
carrying all of his possessions with him 
whereever he went. His determined and 
christianity is based on love, here and now. 
I'm as upset as Dr. Mills with the ''life 
after death" concept that organized 
religion thrusts upon us. He said, "Death 
belongs to God, let him have it." I couldn't 
agree more. 
It is not possible to achieve cohesion by 
concentratil;g on our similar wants and 
needs rather than exposing how often 
whites hurt blacks and blacks hurt whites. 
My own perspective can't accept that 
wiping the slate clean and beginning anew, 
person to person is not profitable for both 
races. But maybe I'm still too sheltered to 
understand the atrocities the blacks have 
had to cope with. But I think I've begun to 
discard the planks of fear that made up my 
shelter. 
As you can tell, my journalistic objec­
tivity was lost at the Workshop. It became 
a religious experience. I regard it as 
precious indeed. My professed religion 
provides very littlE> of this type of ex­
perience. 
Life in a Bathtub 
self-confident manner impressed me im­
mediately. 
Luis first met Father Allevato while he 
was camping in a doorway across the 
street from the mission. One day he asked 
the priest for water in order to wash a car 
in the mission's driveway. He was trying 
to earn. enough money, he explained, to 
feed himself and also enroll in school. 
From then on, Luis built his car wash 
business so that he was always busy. He 
was able to enroll in school and never 
missed a day despite having to work hard 
to support himself. His classmates refused 
to believe that this diligent student was a 
shopping bag boy with no home or family. 
One day Luis asked Father Alleva to if he 
could live in the rectory. The pastor 
replied that all four bedrooms were in use. 
"I know that," said Luis, "but you have 
two bathrooms. Couldn't I use the down­
stairs one at night?" 
In the next few days, I spent a lot or t ime 
with Luis. I was intrigued by this boy who 
had such big plans and the belief in himself 
to see them through. Before I left he told 
me that some day he would be a rich 
American. He asked me for a U.S. one 
dollar bill, saying it would be his first of 
many. 
I have no doubt that he will someday 
fulfill his dream. But first he'll have to 
solve another problem. Luis will have to 
find somewhere else to stay at night. He's 
growing too long to sleep in the bathtub. 
There is a fine line, some would say, between corruption and flexibility. Do we have 
any guardians of our language today? Twelve years ago, the publishers of the 
American Heritage Dictionary formed a panel for such purposes. Houghton Miflin, a 
Boston publishing house enlarged the panel to 150 members last year. 
Israel Shenker <New York Times) wrote an article titled "The negativation of vile 
and otiose inadvisables" which appeared in the March 21 edition of the Chicago 
Tribune. He accented the panels' opinion as reflected in mailed ballots. 
Can you H u nker 
The purpose of .the ballots was to assess the st:ate of modern English. 
A question posed to them was "Is it acceptable to use "free up" as in 'a new copying 
machine that will free up your secretary.' " 
J .K. Galbraith, economist: "Indecent, even obscene." 
Nat Hentoff, author: "I think there's a chance of nipping this one. It should be shun­
ned up." 
They were asked to react to "gay" as an adjective and as a noun appropriate to for­
mal speech and writing. Sheridan Baker said, "Yes- even though I must register as 
a morose." Arthl.tr Schlessinger. Jr., historian, said: " 'Gay" used to be one of the 
most agreeable words in the language. Its appropriation by a notably morose group is 
an act of piracy." "Auden was a very amusing man when slightly drunk," said 
Gilbert Highet, "but one look at that seamed and haggard face would keep anyone 
from calling GAY." 
Issac Asimov replied, "I bitterly resent the manner in which 'gay' has been forced 
out of speech. I can no longer say, 'I feel gay' or 'speak of a gay spirit.' " 
What Russell Baker said is hard to tell. Shenker quotes, "The current acceptance of 
'gay' reflects a modern tendency of educated folk to oblige vociferously aggrieved 
minorities too readily, sometimes with odious results." 
I What do these modem, guardians of the language think about 'Priontize' as in a 
'first attempt to prioritize the tasks facing the new administration?" 
Eugene J. McCarthy said, "Neither first Priorities nor <a Ia J. Carter) last 
Priority." 
"Imitation academic gobbledydook," said Lewis Mumford. 
J .K. Galbraith opined, "Terrible. Also cannot be spoken." 
H ... ;, wood Hale Broun said, "I'm afraid this one heacl;�cheizes me too much for sen-
sible comment." 
Red Smith said, "Let's negatize this one, wordwise." 
Jessica Milford, author, pleaded, 'No, no, no, PLEASE!!" 
The rest of us can sleep easily knowing there is a group monitoring our language. 
The leader is Edwin Neuman whose last two books have taken a look at what's tran­
spiring. This writer heard him on a radio talk show recently. He came across as a 
rude boor, amazingly proud not to be modern, who was indeed set upon becoming the 
literary dictator of the seventies. He has no value for preciseness and conciseness, 
which is what we are doing when we use "target" as a verb to mean "to make a target 
of." 
Maybe these bastions of language purity should go back to Shakespeare for a bit. He 
'lj\\.) ...  ,,..  •'� .• ·� 
I was waiting for a bus in Hong Kong one 
afternoon with a Chinese friend. There 
weren't any benches around so we stood at 
the stop waiting for the bus to arrive. Sud· 
denly, my fr1end disappeared, or so I 
thought. Acutally he had just squatted 
down to rest in a more comfortable posi­
tion. More comfortable for him, that is. 
Here was a 50 year old man crouching 
down like a little child. I haven't been able 
to relax in that position for years. And if I 
could hunker, as Webster calls it, I'd be too 
embarrassed to do it. 
Throughout the developing world the 
scene of people hunkering could be 
repeated over and over. The most natural 
posture it seems for all races, including 
"' 
our simian relatives, is the hunker. Yet we 
have all but lost our ability to rest in this 
position beyond the age of 10. What 
fright«>ns mea is not the loss of some 
dubious skill, but the sophistication of our 
world which won't allow us to be so close to 
nature without the fear of embarrassment 
or loss of our self-respect. 
One of the things that the P,eople in 
developing nations can teach us in the 
United States, is a better appreciation of 
our humanity. I'm sure it would lead us to 
reassess our attitudes toward many 
things. 
The word "Hello" doesn't exist in 
Chinese. If you can't speak enough time 
with someone to ask if he has eaten yet and 
how his family is, why bother with the curt 
greeting "Hello". Our problem is that we 
don't have enough time for each other. 
Economics becomes our god and our mot­
to, sadly, • 'Time means money." 
We have been so conditioned by the pro­
fit motive that parents will encourage a 
son or daughter to move to the opposite 
end of the world for a better job. Family 
unity takes a back seat. 
Our ship is sailing on the sea of progress, 
but it is in need of a course correction. 
Perhaps it's bme to listen to those in the 
less developed nations who say, "Yes, we 
want progress, but we don't want to lose 
our human values in the process." 
BY THE WAY, 
If you doubt what I've said about hunker­
ing ... why not try it (for more than a few 
moments.> 
... 
l 
r:Jfu. !lnnovato't 
Sue Gray 
"I believe that each individual is strengthened by his or her knowledge of truth 
which is gained through the help of science and religion," said Theology for Lunch 
speaker Adele Devera, on March 30. 
The twenty people attending the "Lunch" in the popular Wednesday series respon­
ded enthusiastically to Devera's lecture in which she discussed the origin and purpose 
of values. 
Devera stated that the "order which we find in the universe, in all living and non­
living things, and particularly in our bodies, establishes the basis for the concept of 
the need for values in thinking, speaking and actions. 
"Where man is concerned, order manifests itself in both the mental and physical 
makeup. When there is conflict between these two segments of the human being, the 
psyche or tbe soul suffers. This consequent disease of the individual sometimes is ex­
tended to the outside world in the form of violent speech and actions, or other behavior 
By E.J. DEMSON, J.D. 
Where Do We Get Our Values? 
that is not conducive to order or harmo ny within oneself or others. 
"So it has been necessary for mankind to establish human values that correlatE' 
with natural phenomenon - values that are conducive to peace, harmony or order in 
society. One thing that is common to all religions is that each in its own way sees man 
as a problem to himself."  
Devera explored aspects of parent-child relationships, emphasizing the confusion 
and desperation that sometimes results from loosely defined value systems. She 
proposed that society benefits from the sel f-realization of the individual, and that it is 
necessary, therefore, to instill in the child sound values and to help the child un­
derstand himself as a unique individual .  
Mrs. Devera is a graduate student in the College of Cultural Studies at GSU. She 
was recently awarded a certificate 'In recognition of excellence' by the Illinois State 
Board of Education in Springfield. 
Legal Aid CONS Copley Service I ---------
Q. How can an authorized agent acting 
for his principal become personally liable 
for any losses or damages sustained by a 
customer in a business transaction? 
The question was asked at a regional 
sales meeting of our company. Marly ac­
tual experiences were discussed but no 
general legal principles were offered ; I 
would like to give them at our next 
meeting. What are they? 
A. American Jurisprudence 2d on Agen­
cy <Sections 84 to 148) summarizes your 
question. An agent involves himself in per­
sonal liablilty : 
1. When he fails to disclose his principal 
or becomes a party to the transaction ; 
2. He's liable on special contracts and 
negotiable instruments <checks, drafts 
and notes > unless the principal appears on 
these instruments ; 
3. He's not liable if he and the customer 
agree the agent of a partially disclosed 
principal shall not be liable on the contract 
when the identity of the principal can be 
easily ascertained. 
By expressing agreement an agent may 
make himself a party to the contract ; his 
liability then will be determined by the ter­
ms of the contract. 
Q. I own 1,525 acres in Wyoming where I 
live. Many acres of it is coal land. My 
great-grandfather acquired nearly all of it, 
and I inherited it from my father. I 
propose to keep it in the family by a trust 
to last kin, whoever he may be. But my 
banker suggested I see a lawyer. He said I 
might be running slam-bang into a rule 
against perpetuities. Before I go to a 
lawyer will you please explain that rule to 
me? 
A. One of the requirements - now an 
American policy - of property ownership 
is the right to convey and transfer it. Any 
restraint on alienation of property, to conv 
ey or transfer it, by deed, by will or by 
trust is void if it is in violation of the rule 
against perpetuities. The rule determines 
what constitutes a violation. 
Wyoming by Statute Section 34-39-40, 
paraphrased, says : The rule against per­
petuities allows the postponement of the 
vesting of an estate or an interest therein 
for a period of the lives in being and 21 
years and the period of gestation and no 
longer. Any conveyance of a future in­
terest in an estate which violates this rule 
is void. 
Q. We are a group of shoe salesmen of a 
retail sales corporation in a large city 10 
Ohio. A new boss in a meeting informed 
these salesmen whose hair is long would 
have to have it cut four inches above the1r 
shoulders. His explanation was that our 
long hair is not attractive to older folk. 
Women salespersons in that section are 
not asked to cut their hair. We're eager to 
know whether this isn't discrimination? 
A. The law says < 42 USC 2000 e 26 in­
terpreted by 289 F. Supp. 856 ) :  Private em­
ployers may require male employees to 
adhere to different modes of dress and 
grooming that those required for females . 
Such does not constitute an unfair em­
ployment practice. 
Chris Panos A Believer in Human Rights - ·········--·······-···-···---·························---
In the last few weeks President Jimmy Carter has drawn attention to the plight of 
millions as he has addressed the question of "human rights". It is a subject that has b­
en faced by Chris Panos for several years. He has smuggled bibles to literally 
thousands of people who live under the tyranny of atheism in Communist-dominated 
lands. He has seen first hand the persecution of the so-called dissidents in the 
"unregistered churches", who must worship in secret, who when caught are im­
prisoned and their families denied the most basic of human requirements for sheer 
survival. The high drama Ca welter of case histories > has been a sad commentary on 
conditions in Russia, Eastern Europe, Red China, and the Communist influenced 
countries of Africa and Latin America. 
' 'Women and Rel ig ion' '  
The ministry of Chris Panos is a blend of humanitarian relief on one hand, and 
spiritual ministry on the other. At times, the channeling of supplies through the Iron 
and Bamboo curtains is by direct flow to individuals and families in need. In countries 
which still have a semblance of local control, it is done through appropriate govern­
ment agencies which, in exchange for dollars and hardgoods, will permit spiritual 
meetings to be conducted. 
On a religious level, there is the translating and printing of easily transported bibles 
which are in such desperately short supply in Communist lands, and a person-to­
person ministry of encouragement to individuals and small cells of believers. This in­
cludes trips such as those described in the Chris Panos autobiography, "God's Spy". 
ruled over the creation of life. It was she 
who brought about the resurgence of crops 
each spring."  
Rev. Dohner explained that the various 
A woman minister, the . Rev. Ellen has a pre-fabricated destiny. "Individual misconceptions about women's role in 
Harvell Dohner, chose the topic, "Women potential of women is not considered in the society were brought on by the various 
and Religion," for a "Theology for Lunch" definition," said Rev. Dohner. translations of the Bible. She feels that 
discussion recently. "She is unclean, a temptress, an inferior many translations were done for the 
to revere the Virgin Mary whose image 
influenced Western culture, but for the 
Protestants the Virgin Mary image was 
silenced. "She was hidden in the closet 
along with other skeletons of Roman 
Cat.Qolicism," she said. 
Participants from various villages male, the devil's gateway and a scapegoat. convenience of particular social orders. 
surrounding GSU, in addition to students Men are the norm. Men are different,'' she She- said that the masculine dominance 
and faculty members, came to hear the declared as she quoted some of the in the religious sphere that started witlfthe 
humanist counselor as she expounded on denigrating myths propagated by some Protestant Reformation helped to 
female myths and church roles of women. religious sects in the past. generate the Industrial Revolution and the 
"The closest thing to a feminine hero 
was the lady of the manse-the minister's 
wife who was all things to her husband's 
congregation, except a religious leader," 
explained the Unitarian minister. 
Rev. Dohner is minister of the 
Universal ist Unitaria·n Community 
Church in Chicago Heights, ·Illinois. She began the discussion by stating "And yet," she continued, "in ancient tecbnilogical triumphs that followed. . 
society's definition of what a woman is. civilization the original and dominating "Th� Catholic Church had given us at 
She said that according to society, woman God symbol was the Earth Mother. She lea
st one female symbol-Mary, the 
A graduate of Southern · Methodist 
University in Dallas, Texas where she 
received a masters degree in theology she, 
also, holds a masters in American English 
Li terature from Florida Atlantic 
University at Boca Raton. Her graduate 
thesis at FAU was "Negro Women As S� 
.BY White American Novelists ." 
--------------------------------.. mother of Jesus. This maternalism collapsed with the Protestant Refor-
Art--It's Revelation of Reality 
"All art deals witli the revelation of reality," said Dr. Daniel Bernd, GSU professor 
in the College of Cultural Studies, as he spoke to a group of "Theology for Lunch" par-
ticipants. 
• 
Dr. Bernd's topic,. "Literature and Religion : What's Transcendence?" attracted a 
large audience of GSU students, faculty members and visitors from surrounding com­
munities. 
He began his speech by d�fining transcendence as exceeding usual limits ; ex­
tending or lying beyond the limits of ordinary experience ; < Kantianism : being 
beyond the limits of all possible experience and knowledge; transcending the univer­
se or material existence) .  
l n  citing Aristotle's claim for literature, he said that the poet's function appears to 
describe not what has actually happened but the kind of thing that might well happen. 
"The real difference between a historian and a poet is that the historian speaks of 
what has occurred while the poet speaks of what might occur," Dr. Bernd added. 
"Poetry, narrative fiction, drama, etc. are classified as imaginative literature. The 
operative word is "Imagination" and he who does not read works of the imagination is 
the most bound and limited by mvth. • •  he explaiped. 
"The desire to escape the limi ts of ones consciousness brings li terature and religion 
to the same point. We live in a material world, and a skeptical reasoning attitude is 
the only one we can take." he declared. 
In concluding his talk, Dr. Bernd denounced the belief in magic, including 
astrology, witchcraft, pyramids, Uri Geller, precognition and other "nonsense for the 
gullible." 
He disclaimed belief in mass consciousness, behaviorists' Marxists,' and deter-
minists' theories. 
· 
"The determinist hates the fact of the individual and wants to escape it by crushing 
it. Literature works to help the individual to achieve transcendence through myth and 
stories," he explained. 
In discussing the Bible's influence on literature and vice versa he, apparently, feels 
that we can assume that religion and literature are after the same thing-experience 
of the Divine and the transcendent. "They ' car;a both, at the end, reaffirm some 
significance to hima h\HDan existence," he added. 
mation," she continued. 
"Protestantism is committed to the 
paternal spirit. Since then there has been a 
great silence concerning women's 
history," added Rev. Dohner. 
She said that Roman Catholics continued 
The "Theology for Lunch" sessions are 
held every Wednesday in Room 1 120D at 12 
noon. Everyone is invited to attend. 
Theology For Lunch 
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THEOLOGY FOR LUNCH Wednesdays 
Governors State University 
Everyone welcome 
Hosts : Fr. Joseph Stalzer & Pastor Elmer Witt 
NOON - 1  PM Room D-1 120 
Campus Ministries Council 
Brown-bag Lunch 
Wednesday, May 4 DEALING WITH bONELINESS - The Reverend Gerald 
Steffy, Pastor Temple Baptist Church, South Chicago Heights 
Wednesday, May 1 1  HOW SOME BUSINESSES ARE MEETING SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITIES - Dr. James Buckenmyer, University Professor College of 
Business & Public Service Governors State University 
Wednesday, May 18 RELIGION AND GESTALT THERAPY-CONFLICTS & 
COMMON VALUFB - Dr. David Matteson, University Professor College of Human 
Learning & Development Governors State University 
Wednesday, May 25 THE CHURCH IN THE LIBERATION OF ZIMBABWE -
The Reverend Joseph Agne, Pastor Pilgrimage Congregation, Park Forest South 
Wednesday, June 1 THE AFTERMATH : A SOCIO-RELIGIOUS ANALYSIS OF 
CAMPAIGN '76 - "JIMMY WHO??" - The Reverend Bobby Mills, Ph.D. University 
Professor of Sociology College of Cultural Studies Governors State University 
Wednesday, June 8 WHAT THE RABBI READS - Rabbi Leo Wolkow, Spiritual 
Leader Temple B'Nai Yehuda, Homewood, ILL 
< THEOLOGY FOR LUNCH wiU be resumed on Wednesdav. Seotember 7. 19'n) 
. . . 
:Jfu. 1Jnnoua.tot 
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L i .I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l J unior Col lege Jazz 
...._ _______ ___. Festival to be held at GSU Teacher Evaluati9n · 
Forms Simplif ied 
Teacher evaluation forms at Seaver College, Perperdine University, ha've been 
simplified, including only one side of a single sheet of paper. Most of the questions are 
now subjective in nature, asking for specific comments in their own words on 
teachers' performance. 
This contrasts previous forms which included many objectives questions on 
which students were to rate teachers on a scale of one to fiye. 
"I've been helped considerably by these comments. I have little confidence in the 
figures provided by the objective questions," said Dean Norman Hughes. 
Under the previous objective system, the average instructor here had a rating of 4.6 
points. However, the average rating would normally be three out of six. "This is 
silly," said Hughes. 
"We are aiming for universal compliance with everybody participatint," he said. 
"However, we are not making evaluations compulsory. We're not in a position to 
make that arbitrary stipulation." 
He also added that teacher evaluations will no longer be automatically screened by 
divisional chairpersons or university administrators, unless the teacher in question is 
being considered for a promotion or a salary increase. 
Graduate Records Examination Changes 
College seniors planning to take the Graduate Record Examinations <GRE l Ap­
titude Test next fall will see some changes in the exam. 
A new section designated to measure analytical skills will be added to the tradi­
tional areas that test verbal and quantitative skills. 
"Three types will be used in the analytical section : analysis of explanations, logical 
diagrams, and analytical reasoning questions, each designated to test a different 
aspect of analytical ability," 
Janis Sommerville, GNS Program Director, also explained that no formal training 
in logic or methods of analysis is required to do well on the new measure. 
Sommerville also noted that the 1977-78 GRE Bulletin of Information will describe 
the new measure and will include sample questions and explanations of the answers. 
The Bulletin is sent free to all students registering for the GRE. 
In addition, a Sample Aptitude Test containing the same number and types -of 
questions as the actual exam can be ordE;red at one dollar per copy. Both publications 
will be available on August 1 .  
Despite the new addition, the GRE will remain a three-hour test since the verbal 
and quantitative portions have been shortened and the time saved allocated to the 
new measure. 
The GRE is taken each year by about 300,000 college students as part of the ad­
missions process to graduate school . The exam is offered six times a year, while 
advanced tests in 20 subjects are offered five times a year throughout the nation. 
Hark The Holy Hamburger 
Junior College Jazz Festival-Governors State University, Park Forest, . Ill. Bands 
competing from Midwest in semi-final and finalist competibon.May 6th : Vniversity 
Theatre 6 :30 p.m.,  $1.50 admission. May 7th : University Theatre 12 :30 p.m., $1 .50 
admission. Finals, 8 p.m., $2.00 admission. Judges 
Freddie Waits 
Ernis Wilkens 
Willie Pickens 
Emcees or WHEE 
Larry Smith 
Wally D. Muhammad 
Don Reese 
For more information call 534-5000, ext. 2447 or 2458. 
Tut Treasures · 
Charms, scarabs, rings, and other kingly treasures will be on sale in the Field 
Museum coinciding with the April 15, "Treasures of Tutankhamun" exhibit. 
The shop touring with the exhibit will sell souvenirs that are superior to the stan­
dard postcards, pennants, and plastic trinkets. Replicas of King Tul, $5 pendants of 
carnelian and lapis, Egyptian motif scarves, needlepoint kits of statues and or­
naments, and an 18 karat ring of two phases of the moon for $475 are among the usable 
keepsakes available. 
These objects are quite realistic. The replicas were cast from molds of the originals 
rather than photographs. Decorating the objects with carnelian, a reddish-brown 
quartz, and lapis lazuli, an azure-blue opaque !azurite, add an authentic look. 
The money from the sale of these items will help restore the Cairo Museum, the per­
manent home of the Tut exhibit. 
Though the Egyptian style has become a transcient fashion of the applied arts, a 
Tutankhamun copy would be a reminder of a once-in-a-lifete look at our past. 
Looking Funny May Well Be Illegal 
Two college students in Rochester, N.Y . ..yere touring nearby Webster, N.Y. in their 
1952 pick-up truck when they were flagged down by a local policeman, whom they 
identified as Officer George Mackenzie. 
According to the students, the constable submitted them to lenghty interrogation 
and searched the truck for narcotics, but refused to explain why he had stopped them. 
Then he asked one of the students to sit in the back of the j>olice car while he checked 
his license. When the student tried to get out after aw.hile, he found that there was no 
handle on the inside of the door. Next, the policeman told the couple that they were not 
under arrest, yet they were towed away with their truck to the Webster police station, 
where they were fingerprinted, photographed, handcuffed to a pipe on the wall, and 
searched. 
< CPSl-A university of Michigan an­
threpelogist is suggesting that Mc­
Donald's, far from being just another 
greasy burger house, may in fact be an 
edifice where latterday American 
agnostics come to worship. 
A few hours later, the local judge arrived and warned the couple of the possible 
agents of McDonald's behind the sentences which could be imposed upon them, including a $1,000 fine. However, in 
counter. . . .  From the rolling hills of light of the circumstances, he continued, the students were free to go, except for a $25 
Georgia to the snowy plains of Minnesota , fee for towing the truck. 
with only minor variations, the menu is The judge accepted the $12.50 which they scrounged up. Asked repeatedly by the 
located in the same place, contains the 1 couple why he had detained them, Officer Mackenzie finally replied: "because you 
same items, and has the same prices. look funny." 
"The neophyte- customer who dares to "When we go in to a M cDonald's," Con­
rad Phillip Kottak observes, "our surroun­
dings tell us that we are in a sequestered 
place, somehow apart from the variety, 
messiness and variabili ty of the world out­
c;ide . . . .  Uniform attire is worn by . . .  the 
ask 'What kind of hamburgers do you 
have?' or 'What's a Big Mac?' " he con­
cludes, "is as out of place and ridiculous as 
a chimpanzee in a Roman Catholic Mass." 
Jobs for Ex�ffenders 1 A B 0 0 ST ! 
Gov. Thompson last week announced·an additional $235,000 was released to save 
DAR < Direct Action for the Rehabilitation and Employment of Ex-Offenders) ,  a 
program that fmds jobs for about 17000 ex-prisoners annually. The program was in 
danger of being halted because it was running out of money. James Zagel, Executive 
Director of the Illinois Law Enforcement Commission, said the funds were provided 
by an Illinois Corrections Department grant from the Law Enforcement· Assistance 
Administration. · 
Unemployment For March 
Unemployment in Illinois remained at 6 percent in Ma�h. The six�ounty Chicago 
area figures increased slightly from 5.4 percent downstate, in February to 5.6 percent 
in March, while there were significant decreases do�JIState. Analysis of the Illinois 
Department of Labor said the decreases downstate were the reswt of increased work 
performed out of doors, primarily in construction and agriculture. 
Extorica, GSU's Parapsychology Club is Sponsoring a conference "The Roots of 
Parasychology-A Field Survey at GSU" in conjunction with the l l linois Center for 
Psychology Research. The Topics to be discussed at the conference June 17-19 are 
psychology and ESP, biofeedback, eastern religions, poltergeists and ghosts, 
biorhythms, out-of-the-body-experiences, and others. For further info CO{! tact Jacquie 
Lewis, x2370 or 254-9579. � · 
H L D Student Appointed 
Toni Coughlin, HLD student in Behavioral St�die�, wa.s 
'
appointed ?Y t�e Rich 
Township School Trustees to replace Robert avers who restgned. Coughlm will sen:e 
on the board for the remainder of Savers lerm, until April 1979. 
Previously, Coughlin held this position from 1967 to 1972 . 
Bureaucracy·. Ad Nauseum 
<CPSl-A worker at Carroll College in 
Wisconsin recently sent the Chronicle of 
Higher Education the following memo her 
office received from the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association. It speaks 
for itself : 
"In an effort to involve more of the 
membership in the committee structure of 
the College Sports Information Directors 
of America, the Future of COSIDA Com­
mittee has initiated a Committee on Com­
mittees subcommittee." 
There must be some way out of here! 
Now You See Them Now You Don 't 
Bet you've been wondering what happened to the stop sign recently erected on 
Skuenkel Rd. at Crawford, and even more recently taken down. Well, it seems the 
contractor responsible for the road wortc being done to Exchange and Crawford 
Avenues put them up as called for in his contract-only he put them up Before ��Y 
were needed. So, the PFS Police Dept. took them down. They'll be put up agam m 
90-120 days when the road work is completed. 
J 
This workshop is designed for c1v1c 
leaders in the community, volunteer 
workers in schools, churches, and 
neighborhood groups, parents, community 
representatives, teenagers, and other per­
sons interested in helping young people 
avoid or overcome problems. Those enroll­
ing will become acquainted with the wide 
range of services and programs now being 
carried on for youth. There will be op­
portunity to meet with, hear reports from, 
make inquiries of, and discuss problems 
with experienced and well-recognized 
practitioners in the youth welfare field. 
Harvey Community Youth Committee 
and the 
Illinois Commission on Delinquency Prevention 
co-sponsor 
A Youth Welfare Workshop 
This session will be held at the Church of 
Christ, 154th and Lexington, Harvey, 60426 
on Tuesday, April 26, 1977. There is no 
charge for the workshop and thpse persons 
attending three or more sessions will be 
awarded a Certificate of Achievement by 
the Commission on Delinquency Preven­
tion. 
4-26-77 Using Community Resources for 
Delinquency Prevention. Rev. Hutton, 
Pastor, Church of Christ. Ms. Pat Miller, 
Youth 
By : Adele Devera 
"Helping Today's Youth Face Problems in Today's Society," is the national theme 
of the National Sorority of Phi Delta Kappa, a national organization of educators. 
This theme was dominant in the Midwestern Regional Xinos Conference, held April 
1, 2, and 3 in Milwaukee, Wise. 
Hundreds of high school girls, all members of the high school chapter of the NSP­
.DK, from the states of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, Wisconsin and Ken­
tucky, held their conferences and displayed their arts, crafts and talents at the Marc 
Plaza Hotel in Milwaukee. 
The workshops included topics and discussions on sexual assault, sexuality, career 
education, fashions and makeup. 
A fashion show displaying fashions designed by the Xi nos highlighted a luncheon as 
arts and crafts were displayed in the lobby of the hotel . 
The many other activities of the three-day conference includ ed a talent show, 
banquet and dance. 
Chaperones included mothers and fathers of the Xinos, teachers and other lay 
leaders. 
The National Sorority of Phi Delta Kappa sponsors a college group, remedial 
reading groups and senior citizen groups. 
Founded in 1927, the group was organized to help elevate teaching standards and 
provide counseling and guidance to young people and adults. 
The chapter's programs have since expanded to a five-point program which in­
cludes college students' chapters throughout the United States and Liberia. 
Mrs. Arthur Mae Norris is the president, or bas ileus of the national chapter. 
The Books· That RCA, Gulf & 
Western and the LA Times Publish 
< CPS >-Behind every recognized 
national publisher there is likely to be a 
giant conglomerate. The huge cor­
porations are rapidly taking over the trade 
book publishers in America. The list reads 
something like this : 
-Gulf & Western, which owns 
Paramount Pictures, also runs the 
publishing house of Simon and Schuster, 
which is turn owns Pocket Books, the 
paperback people. 
-CBS, owner of radio and television net­
works, recently purchased Fawcett 
Publ ications, which publishes 30 
magazines and millions of paperbacks. 
CBS also holds the purse strings for Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston. 
-Doubleday, which owns the Literary 
Guild and a gang of other book clubs, also 
owns Dell paperbacks and Delacorte 
Press. 
-MCA, the entertainment mogul that 
owns Universal Pictures, owns G. P. Put­
nam's Sons and its paperback subsidiary, 
Berkley Publishing. 
There's more .. .f'instance, 
-RCA, which owns NBC, has owned 
Random Hou e, Alfred A. Knopf, Pan­
theon Books and Ballantine Paperbacks. 
-The New York Times, which owns 
many magazines, also runs Quadrangle 
Books. 
-The Los Angeles Times, which owns 
one Harry N. Abrams, publishers of art 
books, also owns the New American 
Library paperbacks. 
It might be interesting to note, next 
semester when in line at the bookstore 
just which corporation is supplying that 
class with the most books. If the book's 
publisher is Little, Brown and Co., well the 
owner is Time Incorporated, the folks who 
bring you Time, Fortune, People, Money 
and other magazines. 
GSU Garden Grows 
by Sue Gray 
Gardeners are blooming everywhere and GSU is no exception. On three acres at the 
northwest corner < behind the security office > of GSU property, "green thumbers" 
who are associated with the school can get in and dig. 
The land is divided into plots approximately 30' by 30', which are available for a fee 
of $4 plus a deposit of $2. For his money, the participant buys the u5e of the ground, 
cultivating of the plot, fertilizing, and water. 
As a "warm-up" before the planting of the seeds, the university held two public gar­
den meetings in March. Greg Stack and David Whitson, from the University of Illinois 
Cooperative Extension Service, spoke at the meetings about the care, planting, and 
harvesting of a garden. They also named the best varieties of plants, especially those 
which grow well in this area. Packets containing gardening information were sold for 
$2 each. 
Weed and bug control, which was discussed at the meetings, is at the discretion of 
the gardener. If a person wants his garden to be organic, he can omit the use of 
chemicals. If he chooses to use spray or powder he may. Once the gardener rents the 
plot, the treatment of it is up to him. 
Cliff Eagleton, garden co-ordinator,_brings enthusiasm to the project. 
"Gardening's a nice way for people to meet and talk," he said. "It's a relaxmg thing 
to do and it's lnvigorating to watch life reproduce." 
Although most of the plots are spoken for at this time, information about the garden 
is available from Cliff Eagleton, HLD, Ext. 2356. A few packets from the garden 
meetings have not been sold and can be obtained through Eagleton's office. 
Thornton Township Committee on Youth. 
Mr. Otis McCoy, Foundation 1. Mrs. 
Georgiann Hamilton, Superv1 or, Com­
mission on Delinquency Prevention. Mr. 
Alfred Williams, Beacon Hill Youth Com­
mittee. Ms. Janie Williams, Chicago 
Heights Community Youth Committee. 
A panel of young people will particapate 
at this meeting. 
You are urged to register in advance. 
Contact Charles Webb of the Illinois Com­
mission on Delinquency Prevention at 69 
West Hickory Chicago Heights. I I I .  60411 .  
Some water is unsafe 
Stuart Diamond 
A 1969 federal study found that 36 per cent of the 
drinking water samples tested across the county exceed· 
ed the bacterial limits set by U.S. standards. Another 
federal study found that at teast 46,000 people became 
sick In the United States and 20 died between 1961  and 
1 970 from unsafe drinking water. 
Even more recently, a tipsheet issued by a Washing· 
ton-based environmental group called Concern, suggests 
that Americans should be concerned about the quality of 
the water they drink. Most of these potential problem 
sources do not apply to Chicago water (see related 
story), but could apply· to suburban and rural water 
systems. 
• If there Is an infant at home, ask that the water be 
tested for nitrates, which enter the supply through septic 
systems. Quantities above 10 parts per million can cause 
brain damage In infants. 
• If your water pipes are lead or galvanized Iron 
(from which toxic cadmium dissolves), have your water 
tested for such metals, especially if the local supply is 
acidic. 
• Cook with cold water where contamination is 
suspected, since hot water pipes cont:lln higher concen· 
trations of toxic metals. 
• One of the most common reasons for well contami· 
nation is faulty construction, which allows the Intrusion 
of polluted surfact' water. 
... ew . . . I� from 
Newsday 
. FOREST HILL 
. DAY CARE CENfER 
•Van Service Available •Puppet Shows 
•Qualif ied Staff •Complete Day-Care 
•State licensed Services 
•Babysitt ing •Summer Camping 
Serv1ces Available •Fishing-Boatin9-Swimming 
Scholarships Availatile to qualified Families 
FOREST HILL 
DAY CARE CENTER 
23481 S. Western Avenue 
PARK FOREST, ILL. 
481 -291 0 
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Dev Sitaram, Graduate student BPS. 
Best: Teachers helpful and responsive. 
Worst: No Grades. 
Colette Thomas, undergraduate BPS. 
Best: Means of getting your education. 
Worst: Complications to get a education. 
P rofessor G ideon Falk,  BPS 
Management. 
Bernadette Parks, undergraduate student 
ccs. 
Best: Some Faculty are cooperative. 
Worst : The tuition is up. 
Dr. Paul Hill, HLD Professor. 
Best: Creative Students. 
Worst : Apparent return to traditional 
modes of instruction and concept. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Leytese Thomas, undergraduate BPS. 
Best: Class meetings in terms of amount 
/
/ and number of times meet. 
,
/ Worst: Not enough cohesiveness. 
Nick Gomopoulous, graduate student BPS. 
Best: Convienent hours, the teaching 
system, closeness with professors. 
Worst: Three block system, · graduate 
courses shuld be separate · from 
/ undergraduate, need a specific graduate 
/ program, (more structure) . 
Best: Participation of students who have � experience, friendly faculty, .�a-
.l Worst: A • R was-but its getting better, some faculty not doing tbe reselll'f' capable of, many students doo't take � active interest in GSU. 
Pa9£ 8 :  
Matthew A. H 
Question: What do 3 
Governors State Univ. 
Tom Clark, graduate student in BPS. 
Best: "No Grades" 
Worst: "Not enough women in BPS." 
I 
l . 
\ 
'J� !Jnnouato't 
• r r. r r r r r  
oswenda ' 
rou like best about 
U"Sity? 
/ / / / 
,//. 
/ / 
/ 
/ / / 
/ 
)'/ / 
/ 
/ / 
/ 
/ / / 
Mr. Hector Ortiz, Director of Human 
Resource Center. 
BeSt: One week here unfair to say. 
Worst : Not enough time here yet. 
'Sf<Ie Comments: What are your duties? 
Role of a broker between University and 
the outside community. Some aspects of 
the job call for updating speakers' bureau, 
update the newsletter for the department, 
and updating directory of human 
resources. 
• •  < 
/ / / / / / / / / / / 
/ / / / / / 
/ / / 
/ 
/ / / 
Gwen Polite, Community Services, Com­
munity organizer for Dr. Mosley. 
Best: Atmosphere. 
Worst: Only been here since Feb. so 
haven't had time to form a valid opinion. 
Dave Murray, undergraduate BPS. 
Best: Competency system 
Worst : Outside "Mickey Mouse" image of 
school by some. 
/ / / / / / / / 
/ / / / 
/ / / 
/ 
/ / / 
/ 
Judy Margeson, CCS-BOG.-undergraduate 
student. 
Best: Beautiful looking school, respectful, 
friendly, and cooperative people. <Yes, I 
did hear it that way.)  
Worst: Seemed like lack of heat in winter 
caught cold. 
/ / 
/ / / 
Dr. Alfonso Sherman, Dean of CCS, and 
Dr. Herbert E. Olivera, Professor BPS. 
Best: The original mandate of the univer­
sity, the opportunity of a mature student 
body to choose their disciplines, that is ; 
shape their destiny in our unique educa­
tional arena with the help of expert super-
vision. 
Worst: Lack of sufficient structure in the 
past, can't have all freedom and no 
governness. 
Dangers- in an atterna>t to improve the 
system we don't want to hurt our original 
mandates, we serve students who aren't 
adequately serviced in an traditional 
structure, the multi ethic character of our 
students and maturity is a plus, we hear 
the "myth" that quality isn't there in a 
non-traditional school, we have to guide 
the students help them keep their level of 
motivation and let them set their educa­
tional pace-but maintain quality. 
Matthew A. Koowenda, graduate student, 
journalist, creative person, all around nice 
guy. 
Best:  Student Mfairs-one noteworthy one 
I had was with Cuddles $tienberg she ma­
jored in non verbal communiction. 
Worst : Was Lisa Snelson she majored in 
poisonous plants and Karate. 
, 
Mrs. Thelma Lumpkin, graduate student 
HLD. 
Best : Being able to come here, no educa- ' ,  
tional pressure because we have mature ' 
people. 
Worst: Bad counselling and valueless 
testing. .l 
Jack Giles, Admissions eouOselor. 
Best and Worst :  Not here long enough to II give
. 
a good opinion. 
P-4'4k 9oud ,::;$o�4f.., .(Iff. �0466 
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THE Fight for Freedom . in South Africa By Suzanne Haig 
This is the second part of an article nova tor. (See April llth issue, p.7). 1976 Soweto Rebellion which in turn 
dealing with the situation in South Africa The first part of the article dealt with the touched off a �eries of ge�era1 strikes by 
INTERNATIONAL that appeared in the last issue of the In- situation of apartheid that led to the June Black workers m South Mnca. 
SOLIDARITY 
International protests have begun since been handling the situation in South Africa called I pi Tombi, "  the play portrayed 
last June and have spread to this country. with kid gloves. Public relations experts Black South Africans as happy with their 
Here in Chicago on Saturday, March 26 and politicians are building the image that lot. Nightly picket lines urging a boycott of 
over 300 persons, including students from apartheid is really separate and equal. In the play by individuals and groups opposed 
GSU, marched and ralJied for Black March 1976 the South African Department to apartheid caused the play to close down 
majority rule and an end to U.S. military of Information hired the New York public after only a month's run. 
and financial involvement in South Africa . relations finn of Sydney S. Baron Com- Another idea that is being projected is 
The action was one of many called for pany to direct its propaganda blitz to clean that U.S. investment plays a progressive 
March 26 all over the country by the up its image in the U.S. To handle the role in South Africa. This is part of the 
Student Coalition Against Racism and the South African account, Baron and Com- reason for Andrew Young's appointment 
International Defense and Aid Fund. Local pany hired Andrew Hatcher, a Black, to be as ambassador to the United Nations. 
sponsors included : the March Anti- its vice-president international. Hatcher Young's appointment will not change U.S. 
Apartheid Committee ; Mathews/McKay was a former associate White House press policy as he himself admits. Speaking at a 
Defense Committee ; Kuumba Workshop. secretary for John F. Kennedy. Hatcher press conference following his ap­
Speakers included Eddison Zvobgo, U.S. has stated on the "Today" show that the pointment, Young, according to the Dec . 
Representative of the Zimbabwe African situation of Black people in South Africa is 17th New York Times "refused to be 
National Union; Bill Hampton, brother of "encouraging." Another example is drawn into a policy discussion, making 
Frt.-d Hampton ; Saladeen El-Tabuk, Donald DeKieffer, a partner in the clear that as a representative of the U.N. 
Student Coalition Against Racism ; Bud Washington law firm of Collier, Shannon, he did not make policy but only par­
Dav American Friends Service Com- Rill & Edwards is a lobbyist for South ticipated in its evolution. 
mitt� ; Donna Stutts, National Alliance of Africa. He goes around paying for ex- PROSPECTS FOR 
Black Feminists <and a student at GSU > ;  pensive trips to South Africa for THE FUTURE 
Ahmed Kareem Bilal, Bilalian Workshop ; 1 congresspeople. Last year ten out of the The Soweto rebellion is part of the 
Derui s Brasky, Socialist Workers Party eleven politicians who had gone on these deepening African revolution. It follows in 
candidate for Mayor of Chicago; Debbie trips voted against a House resolution con- the wake of victories in Angola and 
Brewster, Committee for the Liberation of demning apartheid. The measure failed. Mozambique aod with the rise in the 
Angola and Mozambique ; and others. Another aspect of South Africa's cam- struggle for Plack majority rule in Zim­
Delores Griffith of the Mathews/McKay · paign was the production of the musical babwe and Namibia. The South African 
Benefit Fund Committee chaired the rally. "I pi Tombi" in New York City this year. regime and its supporters believe they can 
ROLE OF Billed as "Happiness is an African musical stay the tide of history and maintain the 
oppressive and barbaric system of apar­
theid. They will not succeed. That was 
shown in the streets of Soweto last June. 
Khotso Seatholo 
South African Student Leader 
UNITED STATES 
One of the major topics of discussion 
both at the GSU meeting and at the rally On the J ob in  I l l i nois: Then and N ow 
was the role of the U.S. in South Africa . those who produce society's wealth and The U.S. supports the Vorster regime On the Job in Illinois : Then and Now is One _
cannot but ask, if they ,have such resources to control their destiny and economically and militarily. Washington the title of a Bicentennial photographic potential power, w�y shoul� t workers (since they are the majority) the destiny of has an important stake in maintaining exhibition that was displayed here in the have �e nght � deci_de what lS proc;tuced - the majority? The exhibition conveys all white minority rule in South Africa · More Hall of Governors for the past several I ��t 15 done wlth �elr en�rgy · But 10 fact, that and tells, too, the history of that than 300 American companies, according weeks. The exhibition was produced by the lSQ t that part of history . the o
l
f 
.iiiiiiiil�p .. ----to the film "Last Grave at Dimbaza," have 
about $1 .6 billion directly invested in South lllinois Labor Historical Society and 
African industries. Indirect American in- conta i ns the work of I l l i nois 
vestments in South Africa mostly in the photographers. 
form of bank loans to private and govern- The exhibition invites you to ask : What 
ment-nm companies now surpasses $2 is work? What role does the worker play in 
billion. Apartheid laws and low wages paid society? Why is the worker considered the 
to Bla<!k workers allow for investors to lowest person in the society? Why don't the 
reap super profits. Non-military exports to communication media and art treat the 
South Africa from the U.S. totaled $1 .3 worker seriously or realistically? Could it 
billion in 1975 while imports stood at about be that the worker who is so ignored, so 
half a billion dollars and are rapidly rising. maligned, so much denied a history - be in 
The U.S. in Pretoria's 3rd largest trading fact most worthy and central to our 
partner. existence? 
South Africa, moreover, produces 60% of This is certainly the feeling that is 
the Western world's gold supply and has evoked when passing by photo after photo 
many scarce minerals of strategic value to in the exhibit. we tend to forget that • 
Washington. The country occupies a key everything around us ( il'lcluding, 
position overlooking the vital shipping sometimes, the trees and grass) is the 
route around the Cape of Good Hope. South product of working people. This exhibit 
Africa also serves as a military beachhead reminds us of this. 
for protecting investments throughout the we forget that the planes flying 
region. A memo on Southern Africa writ- overhead were made and are run due to ILLINOIS where she and other unionists are buried. 
ten by Henry Kissinger in 1970 states that the efforts of thousands of workers ; that After the civil war with the rise of in- Also shown is the fight for the 8-hour day, a 
one of the primary goals of the American every telephone call involves hundreds of dustrial development which led to the massive national struggle centered in 
government is "to protect economic, workers to insure its completion. The breakdOJVn of the agricultural society Chicago that was broken here with the 
scientific and strategic interests and op- skyscrapers, the clothes we wear, the lllinois played a central role. Northern Haymarket massacre, an early day 
portunities in the region, including the books, our entertainment, and so- on, are industrial and southern agriculture and frameup where organizers of the mass 
marketing of South Africa's gold." made by workers. We could not eat, sleep, coal in Illinois complemented each other. movement were executed fQr supposedly 
To protect these interests and to prop up travel, work, communicate without Its geographical location was another fac- dynamiting police although they were not 
the Vorster regime millions of dollars wor- workers. We could not exist without tor in i ts  importance. Chicago became the even present. Research indicates that 
th of American aircraft and other equip- working people. And we, too, are part of hub of the nation in this new era, a center police agents and provacateurs were most 
ment suitable for military purposes were that workforce and contribute to the for trade, commerce, agricultural and li�ely responsible for the bombs in a 
sold to Pretoria .  As part of its secret "Tar functioning of society. As individuals in much of heavy industry. government plan to break the back of the 
Baby" policy adopted in 1 970, Washington fact we are dependent on our work for self- With the development of industry, the 8-hour day movement. Another example 
sold Pretoria millions of dollars of "Dual esteem, identity, and material existence. old form of small family-type workplaces displayed is the uprising at Pullman, the 
purpose'' equipment < meaning for both We contribute collectively to the society broke down and large industrial sites company town (you can see it from the I .  C. 
civilian and military use) .  Also $22 million and in turn as individuals hope for turned the worker into a commodity to be at lllth and Kensington) .  There workers 
of communications equipment - including fulfillment from our work. The workplace treated no differently from the machine under the leadership of Eugene Debs 
radar and electronic "$earch and detec- is more and more the central place of our and raw material even though their labor fought against the Pullman Company. 
tion gear" and more than $Ui million of lives. And in turn, just as many of societY's produced the wealth of the nation. Low A major part of the exhibit deals with 
herbicides and defoliants" along the line problems stem from the lack of working pay, poor conditions, long hours ; women in today's job. Many industries are covered used by the military against the Viet- people's participation in decisions about large numbers entering the work force· from telephone operator, to garment 
namese. what they produce; so too, individuals feel from farm and family to begin the long worker ; from technician to meat packer. 
In November Jimmie Carter said in an the frustration and tensions from being unfinished transformation of her role in Through the pictures shine the per­interview published in Johannesburg that treated as a mere cog in the machine- society ; black workers from the south and sonalities of each individual, their relation 
he favored more U.S. investments in South whether the machine is in a steel mill or an immigrants from across the sea put on the to their work and the art "and dignity that 
Africa. claiming that American office. work bench to carry out the worst jobs. goes with or comes through despite their 
businessmen could be a "constructive for- Could it not be that the main thing that With this transformation, labor fought jobs. Photos show women industrial 
ce achieving racial justice." Since up until differentiates us from animals is work. back for its dignity: the right to organize, workers in previously all male oc­
now the U.S. investments have been And we are not the only animal form that the fight for the a-hour day, equal rights cupations. Some show Black workers tied 
coupled with military and political support can take riatura1 resources and add for women and Black people. nus history to the worst jobs. Others show older white 
foe Vorster, it is difficult to believe that something to that - our sweat and blood - is not usually told us and is still being males with their coveted skilled jobs. A 
this policy will change with�t mau public our brain power - our time - and out of that made because the story hasn't ended - the sequence on a construction worker entitled 
pressure. Moreover, a cursory glance at unique combination make a "product,'r struggle of workers to gain their rightful "Sky Ballet," by Hyde Park photographer 
otber regimes the U.S. supports including concrete or abstract, that allows humanity, place in society. This story of that con- Don Rocker, .looks like a 20th century 
South Korea, Iran, Brazil, Chile, Rhodesia, to better exist, by satisfying a need. � tinuing struggle is also displayed in the ballet. 1be photos on the steel mills look etc. makes it difficult to imagine that U.S. unlike ants, bees, etc., we build on the exhibition. like pictures from tales of sorcerors 
investment and military support to South · foundation of our creations, learn from our Illinois has played an important part in conjuring up fire and smoke from giant 
Africa will do a_nything but serve to bolster products and create better ones, thus that struggle. For example, Mother Jones caldrons in hell. And the coal miners the current reg1me. 1 giving hwnans a history instead of the began bet" career as a labor militant in photos look like the above plac:e is their 
Because of the continuing "anti-war" continuous cyclic eternity of those insects. Chicago in the turbulant period of the destination a.s they enter into the pits. 
sentiment in this country following the Are not the working people the most 1870's. She gave most of her life to the coal In its entirity, the display not only 
VIetnam war, and the fact that 24 million important group of peopJe in society since miners struggle. A photo of her appears in depicts workers in their rightful place but 
Black people in the U.S. would probably we hold the fate of humanity (though the exhibition. Also one of a monument to · elevates them to the reaJm of art. And isn't 
oppose any attempt of the U.S. to directly unknowingly) in our banda 1 her in MOWlt OJive, Ulinois, a union-owned art also but a form oC work? And isn't work 
intervene in South Africa, Washington bas cemetary ('!1Je Union Miners Cemetary) also but a form oC art? 
'Jfu. flnnovalo'l 
11TWelve StepS High'' . Bv Linda Tripple 
People falling down the alcoholic slide to torment, harbor resentments in an un­
fulfilled life of continuous denials. Climbing from this downward spiral has been the 
object of fellow members of Alcohol!cs Anonymous. 
A way to live without the self-destructing effects of alcohol is suggested in the 
twelve steps of Alcohq.Jit:s Anonymous. This program holds no guarantees, false 
promises, nor does it work for everyone. For many, it has opened doors to a positive 
approach to living. 
The first step is the admittance of where we face ourselves as somewhat less than 
almighty. "We admitted we were powerless over alcohol - that our lives had become 
unmanageable." Each of us reaches a bottom of our very own. For some, it is the 
grave. Others become what is called "wet-brains". Still others, enter A.A., Iiving one 
day at a time, learning sobriety. 
"Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity." 
For many of us, this rude awakening that there is actually something "greater than 
ourselves" was not a rude awakening. That the world is shared by millions of people, 
not revolving around the alcoholic, is one of the excruciating facts to face. 
In step three - "Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of 
God as we understood Him", is not an easy task. Our free will, the one gift from God 
that He will not take away from us, is the one gift we can give to Him. It calls for an 
untrusting, demanding, egotistical alcoholic to reach out in the darkness, learning 
what it is to see by faith. 
"Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves" in step four is the 
beginning of seeing who we are as people. What are our assets and liabilities. Slowly, 
we find �ither are we as fantastic as we believed, nor are we as monstrous. We see 
hopes for betterment as we grow out of the rut our dismal lives viciously revolved in. 
The fifth step is often the turning point for many of us. We "admitted to God and 
another human being the exact nature of our wrongs". In step four, we made a list of 
our deep, dark secrets. Now, we share these awarenesses with a human being. We 
reveal what we kept hidden - all that conflicted with our "perfect" image of our­
selves - all we used when defeating ourselves fit the situation best. 
Not only do we experience this opening up without rejection, we find in step six a 
way to be relieved of these burdens. "Were entirely ready to have God remove all 
these defects of character." Having turned our will over, our hope is made even 
stronger now. 
"Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings" is the seventh step of A.A. We 
find forgiveness not only a possibility, !>ut a reality. 
During our drinking, other people were often hurt drastically through our irrespon­
sible, denying problem. We "made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became 
willing to make amends to them all ." This can be embarrassing but is a part of growth 
and a step further toward reality. 
Next, we "made direct amends to such people whenever possible, except hen to do l For�er Student Sues CIA ), 
<CPS>-The CIA is getting it from all 
sides these days. 
One of their latest headaches has been 
caused by Gary Weissman, a former 
student at the University of Wisconsin in 
Madison, who is suing the agency for its 
refusal to hand over information obtained 
about him during a five-year investigation 
the CIA said was conducted for purpQSes of 
employment. Weissman has stated that he 
never applied for a job with the CIA. 
Weissman, who was active ·in National 
Student Association < NSA> activiti� while 
he was a student at the University i.n the 
late fifties, and also a friend of Tom 
Hayden, first requested the information in 
February 1975, after he read that the CIA 
waa "making investigations on people 
sligbUy to the· left of Att�la the Hun." He 
suspected the CIA might have information 
on him because of his background. 
A federal judge ruled last March that 
By Ken Palmer 
release of the information would be a 
national security risk. Weissman coun­
tered that the judge "was not dealing with 
questions of merit." The case is now 
before the U.S. Court of Appeals in 
Washington, D.C. 
Weissman based his request on the 
Freedom of Information Act . which 
requires federal agencies to hand over in­
formation they have collected on an in­
dividual, if that person asks for it. . 
The former student said the CIA has 
acknowledged that it has 44 documents on 
him, but that they are witholding 26 of 
them, using the national security blanket. 
"Obviously they are hiding spmething," 
Weissman said. "They're willing to fight it 
because it's much broader than this. If 
they give them up to me, they'll have to 
give them up to others." 
"If they're keeping the stuff on an 
unknown like me, who knows what they on 
others," Weissman added. 
How To Seek Out Those 
Nasty FBI Files 
< CPS> - Are you nagged by the sneak­
ing suspicion that the FBI may be keeping 
files on you'! 
The Project on National Security and 
Civil Liberties, based in Washington, D.C., 
outlines a few quick procedures that can 
help you gain access to any files that the 
Bureau may have on you. 
First, you should address a brief letter 
to: Clarence Kelly, Director, Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, Washington, D.C. 
205.15, Attention : Freedom ": Information 
Unit . In the letter, vou should a ·k for all 
files and documents
� 
indexed urtder or con­
taining your name, by .authority of the 
Freedom of Information Act <5 USC 552 ; l . .  • • r 
• • • • • ... t.. .  , ... - . "'. 
you should get a reply from the FBI within 
lO days. 
Next, you will be asked to provide your 
full name, the date and place of your birth, 
your social security number, a record of 
your previous addresses and employers, 
and your notarized signature. Then, due to 
a backlog of requests, you can expect to 
wait up to 1 1  months to learn if you are ; . 
eluded amongst the files. · 
If the FBI actually has a file th:..t in­
volves you, and the de<>m that 1ts de­
cla.ssificatiol"!_ . will  not irreparably 
jeoparadize, t�na_tional security, you may 
buy cop1es o( your own case history at 10 
cents per page. 
so would injure them or others."  Although it may feel good to wipe the slate clean, 
there are some instances where to bring up certain instances could create worse 
harm. If an alcoholic went out with someone's husband or wife, it is perhaps kinder 
not to intrude even though an apology would feel better. Also, some apologies may be 
rejected. This is all part of what we face. 
In step ten, "We continued' to take personal inventory and when we were wrong, 
promptly admitted it." We don't ever stop being alcoholics. Our disease can be 
arrested, not cured. Therefore, we continuously check ourselves out, airing our 
wrongs, avoiding those destructive resentments we once thrived on. 
"Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious control with God 
as we understood Him, praying only for knowledge of His will for us and the power to 
carry that out" is the eleventh step. This ties in with our living one day at a time, 
keeping our lives simple. We don't stop drinking today and say it's for the rest of our 
lives. Today, we have been sober. 
In our final step, we turn outward "having had a spiritual experience as a result of 
these steps, we tried to carry this message to alcoholics, and to practice these prin­
ciples in all our affairs." This may sound like a tall order. 
On the contrary, our will being turned over, living one day at a time with the need  
courage from a higher power, we're given only what we can handle. In helping others, 
we are ourselves helped. 
These twelve steps are only suggestions. We grow at our own pace. Some of us slip, 
but we learn to get up again with the support of fellow members. We take our steps in­
dividually. No longer are we alone. The truth is setting us free. 
GSU Student wi ns 
Dan forth Fel lowship 
Good Luck to 
the Innovator's 
first proofreader 
Keep on doing it 
Blue 
On March 31st the St. Louis-based 
Danforth Foundation announced the 
names of the 1!117 winners of the 
pres t i g i ous Danforth Graduate 
Fellowships. Among the names was that of 
Jean Kalwa, a student in the College of 
Cultural Studies of Governors State 
University . The 100 Danforth Fellows were 
chosen from an applicant pool of 2935. 
Ms. �alwa and her husband, Lawrence, live at 2624 Marigold in Sauk Village. The f?rty-e1ght-yea��ld mother of eight children, two of whom, Heidi and Carmel, still h�e at home, w1ll enroll at the �niversi�y of Michigan, Ann Arbor, in September:. She Will pursue there a doctorate m Amer1can Studies. The Kalwa family will move to Ann Arbor in late summer. · 
Kalwa was raised i� Chicag� and attend� Bowen High School. She completed twQ years of_ college �t W1lson Jumor College <now Kennedy-King) and Northern Baptist Theological Seminary. Of those early student experiences Kalwa notes: "I didn't do that well.  I �as the k_ind of student who _
read every bOok-in the library but didn't do my homework. Followmg her two y�ars m college Kalwa married and, for twenty-five years, concentrated on homemaking and off-and�n work in the Chicago Loop She produced advertising and wrote copy. · · 
· 
In
du
l972 
.�
alwa decided to return to school .  "It was," she felt, "my bme. 1 had paid my es. · . · 
. Before enrolli�g full-time, she decided to audit a course at Governors s�ie. Of the f1rst day back ,m school s� remembers : "I was so scared when I walked into Professor Kelly s class, I sp1lled my eoffee. But that night I was so excited I Couldn't sleep." · 
K�lwa enrolled il_t Governors Sta.te in May, J973. Duri� � fint two years she contm� t� wo� e1ght h� a day m the Loop while carrying a. full academic laad at the Uruvers•.t�. At first I J�St wanted to learn. t� be better at advertisiftl production and copy wr1
_
ting. But �ere s some!hing about the classroom experience. 1 ,et high in class. Learnmg, especially at Governors State, is an exquiSite form oi iiCiult fun I never want to be without the experience. That's why I decided to get a doctorate a� become a teacher." 
She s�� hi�hly of
_ 
th� U!liversity. "The people out there are superb. This 
�ellowsh•p IS a kind of vmd1cation for the planners of Governors State. It proveithat h1gh quahty can flourish in a flexible setting. The Governors State student can compete." 
. She is es�ially grateful for the low tuition at Governors State. "We've never been nch. I coul� t afford to go anywhere else. It's great that the State founded a school open to low-mcome people." 
There's a special sparkle in her eyes wben she speaks of the faculty. "The faculty makes the school . The students and the community do not apprecia te the excellence of the faculty out there. The University emphasizes teaching more than research And the GSU professors do teach ! GSU is not a Garden of Eden. But it works." 
· 
When asked about Kalwa's award, GSU Professor Bethe Hagens remarked: " I'm !lot surpnsed. She writes brilliantly. She's able' to mterpret and translate cultures !>etter than anyone I've e�er known. Jean is a reality check on us faculty - keeps us in touch. She certa1nly behes the myth of the 'low income intellect."'  Professor Tom �elly added : ' 'John F. Kennedy used to say 'Life isn't fair.' In Jean.'s case. life has fmally been fa1r. She really deserved it ." . 
As a Danforth.Fellow, Kalwa will receive full tuition at the University of Michigan and an annu�l stipend of $2500.00. • 
Wh�n -��k� to su�marize her feelings, scholar Kalwa slated : .. Look. IP weat. �ut I m . hl);an ordmary woman who wears polyester pants suits and •paints her fmgerna1ls. '  · 
/ 
:Jfz.E. flnnovato't 
GSU Jazz Ensem ble 
:G oes To Atla'nta 
The GSU Jazz Ensemble and GSU 
Chorale performed "Down the Road", an 
original musical composition, during the 
memorial services for Dr. Martin L. King, 
Jr. in Atlanta, Georgia on Apri1 2, 1m and 
in Louisville, Kentucky on April 4, 1m. 
The Atlanta performance was held in 8ale 
HaJJ on Morehoue College campus, and 
the LouisviJJe performance was held in 
Stickler HaJJ at The University of 
Louisville. 
The group played and sang for en­
thusiastic audiences in both cities. The 
ensemble and chorale thrilled their 
audiences with this composition which has 
a strong musical statement and a timely 
vocal message. The performances con­
cluded with standing ovations which were 
honored by additional music from the Jazz 
Ensemble. 
Future Years 
The Atlanta itinerary included a visit 
and guided tour of the Martin Luther King, 
Jr. Memorial, the Community Center, 
Martin Luther King Education Center and 
the birth home. Members of the GSU group 
were inspired by the dedication with which 
the people of Atlanta remember and 
revere Dr. King. The group was also ap­
preciative of the warm hospitality ex­
tended them by the "town folk". The 
delicious meals eaten on the campus of 
Clark College added to the warm welcome 
and sincere hospitality. 
Again, the GSU musical entourage is 
grateful to all those who made this trip 
possible. As a result of these fine per­
formances, the group has been invited to 
participate in the Martin Luther King 
Memorial Celebration in Atlanta in 
January, 1978. 
Linda Hinker 
Have you ever reaJJy thought about ,what might happen in future years, say in the 
next few decades? Why Not Get Involved? Have you taken the time to consider what might become of our future generations of 
kids? . 
It's strange, for every so many years styles change, fashions .change, muslc 
changes and so on, but I wonder what it will be like 20 years from now. 
We can laugh at older generations for preferring country and we5tern or classical 
music over rock-n-roJJ. We can laugh at their knee-length dresses and bobbi sox whh 
penny loafers. We can laugh all those old black and white pictures that look so ancient. 
Linda Hinker 
You wiJJ eventuaJJy run into them some time in your life for they seem to be 
everywhere you go. 
Yes, we could laugh ourselves to death, or so it seems, but for how long? What will 
life be like for future generations 20 years from now7 . 
· 
They can be found on street corners, or in grocery stores but their main attractiQn is 
in shopping centers. 
Will my daughter laugh hysterically when l teJJ her I enjoyed seeing concerts by 
Jethro Tull and Elton John? Will she refer to the bump as an "old people's dance'"? 
Will blue jeans and T-shirts become a thing of the past?· 
They are known as "the ladiE15 with clipboards", those obnoxious yet often sincere 
individuals who ask for your time in answering a few questions. 
These women approach you by saying such things as, "Excuse me, I'm doing
.
'a 
survey for . . .  ", or "Could I take a few minutes of your time?", or .. lii1 do you have a 
Who knows? We can laugh at older generations today, but 20 years frbm now it minute to answer a few questions?" · . won't seem so funny. 
· 
Your on-the-spot alternatives are limite.:l. You can use the old, "Gee, I didn't realize 
it was this late", or you could walk past pretending you didn't hear a word the woman 
said, or you could give the clipboard lady your undivided attention. . __ R_obe_rt B_lue ___ l n the H ole Having been approached by one of these "clipboard lapies" in a department store 
We met in the hole to hear some of the 
poetry of Okot P'Bitek. The gathering was 
small but attentive as Okello Oculi visiting 
lecturer from the University of Wisconsin 
spoke on Africa perceptions in literature. 
"We owe it to ourselves to think for 
ourselves" Okot admonishes through 
poetry translated by Oculi. Thinking for 
ourselves begins with defining what we 
want to say through poetry but also 
defining what poetry is from an African 
point of view. The eveing moved slowly as 
Oculi developed the tone. Who is a literary 
person? We listen to Okot's poetry and the 
words were like songs of another time and 
one winter evening, I decided to participate just for the fun of it. 1 . 1 space. To Okot, to say that only those . �-
persons who have something to say. "To The woman asked me if I would take a minute to answer a few q tions. "It'IJ only 
ignore these peoples poetry and tradition take a minute," she said. . Giving her 60 seconds of my time didn't seem so bad so I said "sure". 15 to take the elitist road to legitimacy" After answering aU the questions she asked me, if,I would sit down and answer it few Okot reminds us. 
Who knows where time goes? And what more. "It'll only take five minutes," she said. Wondering what was coming off, I was hesitant to answer her. is time? These questions were topics of I thought to myself, "How does one minute turn into five? Will she ask me to spare discussion and begged answers. Time to 
an African is not what it is from a ten more minutes when my time is up?" 
European point of view. Fused intothe Well, the woman was very kind and I felt obligated to continue, so I did. 
African tradition is the notion that time is Those five minutes were the equivalent of three pages of questions that needed 
"not the tick tock of the clock. Time is a answers and three more pages with pictures of products on them with more questions 
constant  and continuf>usly flowing to ��:s�'t all that bad though, for in the long run I was compensated for'participa�ing phenomena" ;  Oculi told us. in the survey. I received five coupons good toward the purchase of various products. 
The Rhythms of Life Reproduced I n  Sea H orse 
Sandra Walsh Ohde 
A sea horse is a curious fish. Its head is 
horselike its tail is adapted for grasping 
seaweed �nd it retains an upright position 
in the water. They are solitary creatures 
which hide in seaweed. The male carries 
the fertilized eggs in a brood pouch until 
the fry have hatched. They are widely 
distributed in warm waters and seldom 
grow larger than five inches. 
Once I found one floating vertically in 
the shallows of ·the t:iulf of Mexico. Ex­
citement built upon discovering this rare 
find. I mentally planned to carefully dry i\ 
and mount it. My children forbade that 
with the claim that we couldn't be sure it 
was dead. They convinced me to be con­
tent with a photograph of it in my hand. I 
tossed it out into deeper water with the 
regret that accompanies losing a desired 
object. I've thought ci that sea horse often 
since; it's somewhat of a symbol to mt> I 
haven't quite figured out what vet. 
Last Friday night I came across another 
sea horse, a production presented by the 
Governors State University Theatre. It 
was a two acl play with a cast of two and 
titled The Sea Horse. 
No metaphor here - the meaning wa:. 
explicit. The characters Gertrude Blqm 
(played by Harriet Marcus) and Harry 
Bales < played by Chuck Smith) captured a 
naturalistic likeness of the couple con­
ceived by Edward J. Moore, the 
playwright. B.C. 
The Sea Horse is the name of the gloomy 
waterfront tavern in California where the 
psychological action takes piace. Gert, the 
proprieter, hides . behind the guise of 
masculini ty - she:s tough, doesn't 
succumb easily to flattery and needs �ly 
her work. Harry, on the other hand, seems 
to be tired of his seaman's duties and 
ready to settle down, possibly with Gert. 
Under the direction of Mel M. Slott, the 
rhythm of the dialogue was tapped out by 
the players. Marcus and Smith didn't lose 
the beat at all. It's difficult to keep the 
attention of the audience with only two 
players. Yet they managed to keep 
marking time to the crescendoes of ten­
sion, which thankfully, were eased with a 
laugh at the appropriate time. . 
The design of the GSU Drama 
Workshop (somewhat like In-the-Round) 
allows the audience to be drawn into the 
creation. David A. Reeve's scenic and 
lighting design added much to the dreary, 
worn-out world inhibited by the charac­
ters. The linoleum was bare of the original 
color in front of the jukebox and around the 
tables. This was a keen reminder of the 
;;ervices rendered by Gert to the scores of 
patrons. A multitude of liquor bottles 
made real the world to which these 
unhappy persons escaped. 
When the Steppenwolf Theatre of 
Highland Park, ID., did The Sea Horse, it  
edited out all references to I Gert being 
overly-fat and middle-aged. Governors 
State Theatre left them in. But this 
production gave another facet to the story. 
GSU's Harry was black and Gert, white. 
Can we imagine an interracial love based 
on trust? Too often, like Gert, we turn the 
jukebox louder, put our ears to it, trying 
not to hear the protestations of hope and 
love from one another. It was a beauteous 
element, added simply by casting. 
Edward Moore could have chose The 
Stoned Crab as his title. But sea horse 
seems so appropriate. Gert and Harry are 
curious little fishes. They don't assume the 
natural positions of male and female -
he's interested in a family life ( with 
children) and she's got no time for 
romance, has to keep working. They hide 
in their "seaweed," his the life of an 
engine room swab, hers the running of the 
sleazy tavern for seamen. The play asks 
the question, can they grow to potential, 
the five inches? 
Love, at any level, has the power of 
sustaining life. 
Cffu: ffnnovatof. 
R EVI EW Is  This Watcha Want 
Linda Triple 
Maestro <i the music world, Barry 
White, romances us with "Is Thisj Watcha 
Want?", his newest album release. He 
starts out moving in "Don't Make Me Wait 
Too Long", asking his love to speed-up her 
act while he is patiently waiting to do 
whatever this "highness" requests in the 
name of love. 
The second and last song on side one 
"Your Love-So Good I can Taste It", slows 
the pace. Here the orchestra shows its 
magnitude producing mellow-riel\ vibes, 
takes us higher with each tum of the disc. 
Drums, background violins, electric 
guitars, a triangle and saxophones all 
gently blend to the break where Barry 
comes in with the story, upbeating the 
rhythm as he speaks in that deep, plush 
unmistakable voice. 
"Only want to please you" he sings. His 
songs are an almost pleading to a love to 
let him love her. He is the romantic 
aggressor, professing his need for his lady. 
He is inviting in his approach. 
Barry White has a way of portraying his 
woman as the only one he recognizes -
others exist, she's not as approachable as 
he sounds but appealing in a very dignified 
way. 
Going to the flip side Barry sings "I'm 
Qualified To Satisfy You". This one has the 
heaviest beat, moving feet to dancing. He 
sings out his qualifications with a take­
charge yet gentle-asking style. "With what 
I use, I can't lose," he sings. 
Through his songs beams a deter­
mination to do whatever it takes to get 
what he needs, values, and is moved in 
creating. It's a strength that has more sex 
appeal than a movie star face and build 
saying "I'd love to love you, but you hurt 
me and now forever I 'll be alone with a 
broken memory." Barry White pours it out 
- as though saying "to hell with yesterday, 
the pain, the world's long after everyone 
else is laid to rest."  His confidence rings 
out a protective message, "we're getting 
it" in a back and forth mutual strength 
between singers and receiver. Love 
Unlimited joins in barmony with Barry 
White leadlng in "I Wanna Lay Down With 
You Baby". Here he sings, "Please take 
every inch of me - you've got the love I 
need so . . . . . .  ".  
Recently, critics have made noise about 
his openess hinting it isn't good for the 
teenagers to hear. 
We can all learn more feel more, and 
experience more really listening and 
seeing his music than we ever will on a 
street comer, back seat, orgy, from a 
picture magazine, or books giving the 
technical names of sex organs. 
Love inspires love. When Freddy Prinze 
lay dying, a nurse reportedly cried, "Don't 
die, we <the world > need all the laughter 
we can get."  Laughter, love, giving, 
taking, sharing, and feeling are what 
Barry White and Love Unlimited continue 
to produce for us. 
Finally, Barry sings "If you go first 
before I do, it won't be long until I ' ll be 
there with you - that's the way I feel 
about you". The song, " Now I'm Gonna 
Make Love To You" has a steady beat. It's 
as though it's only a matter of expert 
timing and the two will find each other 
complete. 
If not, Clip the record over and begin 
again. He only improves each time he 
gives his all. 
Barry white wrote and produced all give 
songs on this album. He says a "very, very 
special thanks to my three babies: Love 
Unlimited, one of whom is Mrs. White. 
To join Barry's fan club write to : 
Barry White's Fan Club 
P. O. Box 649 
Van Nuys, California 91408 
To join mine write to : 
Main Line High 
One Way Up 
Naturally, Liberty Loveland, Outer Space 
N etwork Reviewed 
"Diana" - Faye Dunaway 
"Max" - William Holden 
Viewing "Network", the writer sensed 
she may be seeing a followup of "One Flew 
Over The CUckoo's Nest" - an "after the 
patients were released" episode. 
U .B.S., competiting with and inferior to 
CBS, NBC, and ABC is shown behind the 
scenes where newsbroadcaster, Howard 
Beale, during the early '70's lost his wife, 
position, and took to drinking. 
Beale's problem is aired duril_lg a news 
broadcast when he reports that one week 
from this day he will take his life during 
the 7 p.m. news. Deciding he is no longer 
an asset, he is fired. 
Another UBS member, young deter­
mined and ambitious Diana (employed in 
a different department) sees Beale as a 
way of pulling herself up in the business. 
She says she can bring the ratings up 
higher than they've ever been for UBS. 
Noting Beale's report of future suicide 
out-weighed all other worldly news, taking 
up a front page of the newspaper, Diana 
arranges Cor Beale's unharnessed 
aggressions to be shown on the tube, 
bringing the ratings up to an all time high. 
Beale's unhibited attack moves the 
crowd. Telling the audience the tube is 
unreal, he also says we gauge ourselves 'by 
the illusion produced on television. What is 
real is the audience, preaches Beale, the 
people on the tube are unreal,  telling the 
audience anything we want to hear. 
Beale appears to have heart-attacks, but 
turn out to be fainting spells with expert 
timing. Working them into each program, 
Beale holds off until his final words are 
spoken, the station break is next and 
collapsed is Beale in a crimpled heap o� 
the floor. Each time the writer wonders 1f 
this was a heart attack, was he dead - each 
time it mattered less as the humor rose 
higher. 
Max ( the name is uncertain) , a veteran 
. of UBS, married for 25 years, and about to 
!Pa.qE. , 3 
be a grandfather, is in need of a romantic 
involvement. Diana uses a sales pitch for 
the Beale possibilities slipping in the idea 
of an affair while staying late to discuss 
business with Max. 
Her "father image" asks why she would 
stay over while knowing he would laugh . 
her out of the office. As though being made 
of steel, her answering right back with the 
same, "all in a day's work attitude." She 
divulges her college day secret when he 
was her dream in those days. He recalls a 
speaking engagement while she 
remembers being in the audience. 
Stay over, is for her just another step 
towards one day having his job. This she 
verbally expresses to him.  Her work is her 
identity. In every area she is her work, one 
big set of actors, actresses, stage settings, 
possibilities, etc. His wife silently assure's 
him she will be loving tum whenever he 
has had enough of this rough-ride romance 
he intends to go through with. Diana has it 1 
arranged in her script for Max to return to 
his wife - he does. 
Leaving Diana , he points out the 
loveliness of her life. They both got what 
they needed and their goodbye appears 
only temporary. Part of his script now 1 
calls for the wife, hers calls for a new l1 
scene too. 
Beale is introduced to a man who says he 
I is known to be a person who can sell 
anything to anyone. He talks as if the devil I 
took over his words, telling Beale of Ule 
way the world really is with the big cor­
porations running everyth ing and 
democracy is only a word. Beale, he says, 
has gone against the rules of nature. 
The man says he has chosen Beale to 
talk for him to the people of what he just 
explained. Obliging, Beale's ratin�s fall 
steadily for weeks on end. Durmg a 
meeting, Diana is asked if she has any 
ideas, as to how to handle the apparent 
mess. 
I She believes an assassination is the only 
way. The left-wing dissenters for the series . 
would most likely oblige. Mter all, it would 
be the first show of the series . 
Natalie Cole in Review 
NATALIE CO\-E : Unpredictable. Natalie Cole <vocals ) ,  Marvin Yancy <keyboar­
ds) ,  Derf Recklaw ( percussion) ,  Larry Ball (bass) ,  and others. Be Mine Tonight, Par­
ty Lights, Peaceful Living, Still in Love, This Heart, and five others. Capitol SO 1 1600, 
$6.98. 
Natalie Cole's albums bother me I couldn't grasp the reason for the songs not 
lingering in mind. Mter consequentively playing UNPREDICTABLE and the 
previous two records, I received a flash of insight or delusion <depending on your 
opinion > .  
Ms .  Cole is  a victim of  the 70's get-out-the-produstitis. Unpredictable is  her latest 
symptom. Cole contracted the malady from Chuck Jackson-Marvin Yancy's anemic 
lyrics. The arrangements are catchy but recovery is rapid. The hurried productions 
sacrifices qualify but never Cole's talent. . 
Most of the songs are funk junk. The ballads are cultures of cliches. The second 
album, NATALIE, was a near fatality. "Mr. Melody" and "Sophisticated Lady" 
seem to be Xeroxed and not written. Billie Holiday's "Good Morning Heartache" was 
the only ballad on the album. The awful arrangement may have been a subconcious 
attempt to sabotage the only song of the three albums not written by the dynamic 
dudes. 
UNPREDICTABLE returns to INSEPEARABLE's better mix of r&b. ballads and 
funk. All the songs are fun for listening but temporary in value. Without Cole the songs 
would scarcely be noticed. Her singing nourishes these flash-in-the-pan songs. 
Though the songs are tailored to her style, Cole is not a limited talent. Her 
emotional range matches her vocal ability. Only her singing charges you to get up and 
boogie to "Party Lights." ;�nci "'l'hi� Heart. ' '  "Peaceful Living" is from the same 
strain as "This Will Be"< INSEPEARABLEl and "Can We Get To�ether"( NATALIE ) .  
Her delivery overcomes the cliches the lyricists knit together. 
Yancy and Jackson should be given a few brownie points for two phrases. "Your 
Eyes" lyric describes a sunny face with even "wrinkles tha� shine'!"Unpredictable" 
likens an on-again. off-again lover to a wheel of fortune "where you stop ; nobody 
knows." 
"I'm Catching Hell" offers more content but it's strictly nightclub schmaltz. The 
song is a combination of mindless advice to the love-lorn and testimony a Ia Millie 
Jackson. To her credit Cole doesn't wallow in pretension. Still the song suffers as the 
material relies on a campy delivery to match the clap-trap. 
The best number is a sexy, little number entitled "Love On My Mind" which fits 
Cole to a tee. This song and "Inseparable" have a chance to become standards. 
I find no fault with Cole's abilities just her judgement. She is talented and need not 
rely on safe, slick packaging. Jackson and Yancy's songs are like overused, wrinkled 
pantyhose. No support. Natalie, it is time to change. 
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-Food,Stuff 
Fun Foods 
To the cooks who still cook unrelated to boiling bagg1es, oaking frozen foil pans or 
bringing in a bucket of nourishment, the following recipes are preserved for you. ' 
Spring is once. again about to go fuJI bloo� giving us a green shag carpet; sturdy shade trees, radiant days and outdoor entertamment. Following a home-cooked meal, 
a taste of elegance will make the gathering.complete. -
Here is a recipe that doesn't require heating the oven on those already warm en-
joyable days. It's all done in the refrigerator instead. - · 
Pineapple Refrigerator Dessert · _ _ --
Crush enough vanilla wafers to measure 1 - 1/2 cups. Spread 1 cup of the .Crwnhs in 
an 8 or 9 inch square greased pan. · 
Beat- together until fluffy 
1/2 cup butter or oleo 
1 cup sifted powdered sugar 
1 egg ( room temperature) 
Spread mixture over crumbs in pan gently. Whip until stiff-with clean beater. 
1 cup whipping cream Fold in 
1 1 /2 cups drained ( well ) crushed pineapple ( no. 2 pineapple size ca n )  
Spread over butter mixture covering completely t o  sides of pan .  
--Sprinkle with remaining crumbs. Cover with waxed paper. Chill overnight. Cut into 
squares before serving. 
Serves 9 
Anyone getting the munchies for chocolate better make a double reeipe of these rich 
little cookies. This is a favorite passed through the years. The cookie jar will empty so 
quickly you won't have to worry about any left to go stale. -
1/2 cup butter or oleo 
1 cup granulated sugar 
1 beaten egg 
Chocolate Drops 
2 squares unsweetened melted chocolate 
1-3/4 cups sifted flour 
1/2 teaspoon soda 
1/4 teaspoon salt 
3/4 cup sour milk• 
• 
1 cup chopped walnulc:; 
1 teaspoon vanilla . 
•To sour milk, place 1 tablespoon vinegar in a measuring cup,1illing to 3/4 cup line 
with milk. Let stand several minutes, stir and use. · · : 
Cream butter well, add sugar and beat until light and fluffy in a large bowl. Add tbe 
beaten egg and chocolate, mixing thoroughly scraping si� bf bowl.  _ 
Stir in flour which has been sifted with salt and soda alternately with the sour milk, 
mixing well after each addition. • 
Stir in nuts and vanilla blend thoroughly, scraping bottom �nd sides of bowl. i>"rop 
by a teaspoon onto a greased baking sheet. 
Bake for 12 minutes or until done but not dry, at 400dg. Watch cloSely so cookies 
don't get dark on the edges or bottoms. Cool . Frost with : 
Chocolate Icing 
Cream 1 stick butter or oleo until light and fluffy. Mix in 1 teaspoon vanilla .  
Al terna tely m ix i n  1 pound of powdered sugar with milk ( enough to make a spreading 
consistency ) .  Add 2 squares cooled, melted unsweetened chocolate ( or the already 
melted in packages > .  Blend thoroughly adding more milk if necessary to reaeh 
spreading consistency. If too thin, add a little more powdered sugar gradually. 
Summertime picnics will soon see the parks filled with people gathered for fun in 
the sun. The following is a recipe made up at home with little work involved -at the 
picnic. It's great for long weekends when the family wants fast, satisfying foOd to eat 
on the run. 
2-1/2 pounds ground beef 
3 chopped onions 
1 tablespoon salt 
Barbequed Hamburger 
Place meat in a deep pan on top of the stove and slowly cook until the redness is 
gone. Add the salt and onions, continuing with the slow .heat, until all is browned and 
onions are tender. · 
While the a bove is cooking combine : 
1-1/2-2 cups chopped onions 
1 medium can cooked tomatoes 
10 tablespoons tomato paste 
1 can tomato sauce 
4 tablespoons vinegar 
1/4 teaspoon oregano 
1/4 Tablespoon Tabasco sauce 
1/2 Tablespoon salt 
Dash cayenne pepper < optional )  
Add to meat i n  pa n  and cook slowly, uncovered for approximately 2 hours, stirring_ 
occasionally. 
· 
This recipe can be raised in ingredients and cooking time according to. tastes. The 
longer it  cooks, the more the flavor blends. · 
To thicken for sandwich, sprinkle 1 tablespoon of. flour over barbeque at a time 
stirring thoroughly after each, until desired thickness is reached. This may � frozen 
for up to one month. 
Col lege Beer Study 
By : L inda  Hinker 
Scientific studies suggest that college .scopolamine, which is also used in Contac 
students who drink beer while studying · and Sominex, before studying material. 
should also drink beer before ·�king their . The men were tested for memory once 
exams, the Chicago Tribune reported. without using the drug and once with its 
The results of tests administered to u. s. use. They were also given material to 
Army volunteers show that material study while not using the drug and were 
learned under the influence of certain then tested with and without the drug. 
drugs is remembered best under the in- Dr. Petersen discovered that the men 
fluence of the same drugs. were able to remember better when tested 
According to Dr. Ronald c. Petersen under the same drug conditions that 
who discussed the study recently at th� existed when they studied the material. 
Federation of American Societies for Petersen said that when a person studies 
Experimental Biology meeting at Me- certain material, his memory may store 
Cormick Place, past tests have shown that additional material, including his state of 
a l c o h o l  g e n e ra t es the m e m o ry mind and drug condition. I t  will be easier 
phenomenon and his recent studies in- for the person to recall information if his 
dicate that other drugs have the same mental state and drug condition are the 
effect. same as when he learned the material.  
The 28 Army volunteers used in So, college students may have a 
Petersen's tests were given a drug called legitimate excuse for drinking beer before 
taking exams. 
..... ..._ ·Black Notes 
By Duane Jackson 
The Black cowboy played an important 
role in the development of the American 
West. 
He, as did other well known trailblazers, 
rode trails from Southerp Texas to Kan­
sas, covering some 1 ,200 miles. These lat­
ter day adventurers braved unpredictable 
weather, hostile Indians and menacing 
ranchers. 
The opening of the Old Chisolm Trail in 
1867, paved the way for m()re than a 
million head of cattle, that had been 
brought north to meet the railroads. 
During these boom years more than 5000 
Black cowboys drove cattle across the 
country. The majority of these Black 
cowboys served as either wranglers or 
ropers on these grueling drives which 
lasted anywhere from two to six months. 
One of the most colorful Black cowboys 
of this era was Nat Love. Nat was born in 
1854 in a Tennessee slave cabin, but was 
destined for greater achievements outside 
of his native state. Legend has it tha t at the 
tender age of 15, he rode into the now in­
famous Dodge City. He consequently was 
befriended by an Indian squaw who was 
under the misimpression tha t  Nat was her 
long lost son. 
His youth did not protect him from some 
harrowing experiences. In one story he 
boasted of his more than 14 wounds receiv­
ed in as many ways. 
Nat's expertise with a rope and ability to 
handle cattle earned him the reputation of 
being an expert . Nat gained notoriety by 
becoming a top attraction on the rodeo cir­
cuit and persued this career as for over 
thirty years. 
Another well known Black cowboy of this 
era was Bill Pickett, who invented 
cowpunching, the technique of wreslling a 
bull to the ground by the horns. Pickett 
was a hot attraction at rodeos in the United 
States and abroad. During one period he 
employed Tom Mix and Will Rogers as his 
assistants. 
Today as in previous years the Black 
cowboy is an ever present force on the 
rodeo scene. The B lack cowboys 
prominence now is in the rodeo arena as 
opposed to working on ranches. 
One well known cowboy Wayne Orme 
was raised on a ranch, learned to ride a 
horse at the age of nine and has been in the 
professional rodeo ranks for 16 years. His 
specialty is calf roping. In addition to his 
rodeo endeavors, Mr. Orme is also Vice­
president of Mrteting at the Title In­
surance & Trust Company. He has also 
been retained by the Hunt-Wesson Foods 
Manwich Sloppy Joe Sauce as a historical 
consultant. 
Wayne maintains "Rodeoing is the first 
and only American sport. Other major 
sports had their origins elsewhere. Rodeo 
has the largest paid gate receipts of any 
spectator sport in the country, baseball in­
cluded." 
Mr. Orme illustrated the contribution of 
the Black cowboy by noting "that the first 
military encounter in the Southeast with 
the Indians was with the U.S. lOth Cavalry, 
which was all Black. They were known as 
Buffalo Soldiers and their pictures are on 
file in the Archieves in Fort Wachuka , 
Arizona. 
INNOVATOR 534-5000 Ext. 2260 
Double Bonus ! 
1. LOWER GOLD PRICES! 
AND WITH YOUR RING PURCHASE . . .  
2. CHOICE OF ONE-FREE! 
_}�� / ����.i�� eu!����!, Slone . . .   *$7 VALUE 
� 
r a � 25 pl. Silulated Dia1ond . . .  � ��� In gold collegiate panel ! 
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Ring Orders: GSU Bookstore 
May 23, 1 0  a.m.-8 p.m.  
$1 0 deposit  required 
51 0 deposit required 
. 
-CJ� flnnoaato't 
Need a typist. Please caJJ GSU ext 2293 or 
748..()820. If not there leave your phone 
number. 
60 VW sq. bk. for sale. Needs exhaust & 
bumpers. Body & interior in good condi­
tion. $100. Ca11.563-9436 or 534-5000 x 2260. 
§OR SALE 
"lf>ark Forest 2 bedroom duplex con­
dom inium ; central air,  carpeted 
throughout, finished family room side 
drive, full basement, rustic landscaping. 
$24,000, Phone 747-5528. 
I will do typing in my home. Can do pick-up 
& delivery to GSU only. Contact Ms. Her­
dig, 755-9028. 
Former secretary and statistical typist 
will do private typing and minor editing. 
For information call Donna, 754-5309, after 
1 : 30 p.m. 
WANTED 
TEACHERS at all levels Foreign 
and Domestic Teachers. For in­
formation contact Box 1063, Van­
couver, Washington. 911660. 
For Sale:- Solid cherry television· 
cabinet. Ideal for convertingto home bar. 
speakers still intact. $30.00 
Model 103 Polaroid Camera < like new > 
complete-with leather carrying case, flash 
attachment, outdoor filter, and timer 
$20.00 
Manning-Bewman broiler-oven $10.00 
Call GSU ext. 2163 and ask for Jean or 
747-0904 after 6 :00 p.m. 
For Sale. 15 ft . aluminum canoe $200. 
Phone 534-5000 ext. 2191 
Books for sale: Fundamentaf Accoun­
ting Principles 7th ed.,  without workbook 
of study guides and solutions, pyle and 
White. Industrial Engineering and 
Management . contact Herzog, 481-81 13 
35 year old Vietnam veteran needs 
student to do l ight housekeeping and 
preparing meals. In exchange for room 
and board garage space available. 
<person) interested person contact Alvir. 
M. Forman, 928-7361. Veteran will reside 
at 9938 Wouth Winston Avenue, Chtcago, 
Illinois. Date to start would be Se;>tember 
1977. 
For Sale 1973 Vega Hatchback. 
Good condition, $1000.00 Call after 
six. 563-8482. 
J i m my D's Pu b 
Hot Plate Specials Served From 1 2  noon to 4 P. M .  
Live Entertainment Six Nights 
9 Til 2 A. M .  
222 Monee Road 
481 -5200 : Call For Advance Orders 
REAL RECORD 
STORE 
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89 C ENT 
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R E< � O R D S  LT D 
5 2 7  EXC H AN G E · 
PAR K FORE ST .S() 
RE C � C> R DS 
PO ST E S  
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AC C ES S O R I E S  
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• AMETHYST • JADE 
• BEGGAR BEADS 
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·. A D D IT I O N  TO EXISTI N G  ACCO U NT 51����C:g�e. M�������E 
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Richton 
Office 
22Ul Gew. lfwy. 
IIcht- Peltt, IH. 
481-5050 
Urnit One ltem Per Familv. Offer Good While Supply Lasts. 
Richton Park Office Only 
HO.URS: Morday 9:00 t o  4:30 · Tuesday a;bo to 4:3d 
Wednesday Closed 
Thursday 9:00 to 4:30 
Friday 9:00 to 8:00 
Saturcay 8:30 to-12 Noon 
Lansing 
Office : 
2S21 ,...,.... ... 
u. ... ... 
47�1100 
C/fu. flnnooafo't 
Office of Co-operative Education Governors State University Park Forest South, Ill inois 60466 
The Department of State Agency for International Development is accepting ap­
plications for October and November, 1971, .selections of interns in their Foreign 
Service Reserve program. Applicants must be United StateS citizens. All applications 
must be submitted no later than May 'Zl, l!m. lndividual-applicat ioDS should include 
a resume describing qualifications. Fifty to sixty persons will be seleeted for training 
classes as interns and reserves. Starting salaries will not-exceed $i6,172. For further 
information, please contact the University Placement Qffice. 
On May 18, at 6:00 p.m., Metropolitan Insurance Company will have.a represen­
tative on campus to discuss "Careers in Insurance." Metropolitan would like to at­
tempt to dispel the notion of insurance companies hiring only "insurance salesmen" 
and introduce the varied positions open to graduates in tl)e insurance world. In order 
for this program to take place and be a S!c�CCeSs, we need at least twenty people to­
attend. If you plan to attend this confru:ence, please come by the Placem�nt Office no 
later than May 5, so that we will be able to noflfy Metropolitan Insurance Company. 
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS 
B-Sales-BC-14 
SALES JOB FOR BIOLOGY MAJOR. 
Need a graduate interested in sales of 
scientific equipment,  inc luding 
microscope. Would start at approximately 
$10,000 with transportation. Tr�ining 
period involved. 
B-SALES-SC-15 
Salesperson . Cleaning agents (all 
organized) and organic foods. Work on 
commission basis either by selling or 
getting salespeople under you. Initial 
invesbnent on your part is $10.00. 
B-Mgmt-BC-24 
Personnel Assistant. Degree in Business 
Administration is required. Job duties· 
include the recruitment of new employees, 
manage the employment operations �d 
Affirmative Action activitie s. In addition, 
administrate the order and purchasmg of 
equipment and supplies used in the office. 
MUST SEND RESUME. 
B-MGMT-8C-Z5 
PRODUCTION CONTROL SUPER­
VISOR. Energetic individual With a 
minimum of three years experience in 
productioo control work. High School 
graduate with technical background and 
some college would be very helpful in this 
position. 
BMGMT-BC-21 
OFFICE MANAGER AND FUND 
RAISER/ORGAN IZER. Reports tQ 
Executive Oirector. 
B-Other-BC-5 
CONSULTANT REPRESENTATIVE. 
Preferably over 25 and married. Would 
inspect building of clients review in­
spection results with management, 
develop and establish programs for the 
work ol employees, train them in the Ipse of 
the company's cleaning and sanitation 
chemicals with machines and equipmen� 
and secure new clients. Some overnighf 
travel required. Territory covers South 
Cook County, downstate Dlinois and In­
diana. Must be able to work with all lev• 
of clients. Individual will be trained but 
must be able to work to a great degree oo 
their own and must be a self starter. 
Salary plus incentive is over $10,000. 
E-EL-SC-35 
Teadling vacancies as follows : JR. 
WGH HOME EC TEACHElt, JR. ffiGH 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER, 6th 
G R A D E  A: COACH I N G  BOY.S'  
BASKETBALL A: TRACK. 
E-EL-SC-31 
JUNIOR HIGH HOME ECONOMICS 
TEACHER. Must have minimum 18 
semester hours in home economics with 
major preferred. Proper State of Dlinois 
Certificate. 
E--SEC-SC-31 
TEACHING POSITIONS (5 openings).  
1 )  Secondary French/Eng! ish Teacher; 2) 
Secondary Industrial Arts Teacher; 3) 
District (K-12) Art Teacher; 4) District 
(K-12) Vocal Music Teacher, and 5) 
. Secondard Physical Education-Driv�r 
• Education-Social Studies Teacher. Some 
coaching positions would also be available 
for a few of the listed positions. 
E-SEC-SC-32 
BUSINESS EDUCATION. To teach a 
required 12-week course in Senior Con­
sumer Economics; Junior/Senior elective 
12 week courses in Business Law and 
Salesmanship and a full year's Freshman 
elective orientation course - Introduction 
to to Business. 
- .  -
E-SEC-SC-33 
COUNSELOR. Full Time. Must have 
training or experience in career guidance 
programs. Would like someone who has 
both on the job experience and teaching 
experience in a vocational field ; 
preferably business education. Must have 
Masters degree, qualified for Illinois 
Certificate for Guidance and Counseling 
(No. 10 or No. 73). 
E-SEC-SC-35 
T W O  ( 2 )  H I G H  S C H O O L  
MATHEMATICS TEACHERS. Beginning 
August 25, 1977. Must be certified to teach 
Mathematics at the Secondary School 
level in Illinois. Major in Mathematics 
with a minimum of 32 semester hours in 
that discipline. Prefer person with ex­
perience in teaching and/or a minor in 
Physical Sciences or Industrial Arts. Also, 
ability to speak Spanish is desirable. 
E-SEC-SC-Ja 
HIGH SCHOOL I!:NGLISH TEACHER: 
Beginning August 25, 1977. Must be cer.­
tified to teach English and Journalism at 
the Secondary &:Jlool level in Illinois. 
Training and/or experience in JOurnalism. 
E-SEC-SC-38 
HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS 
TEACHER. Must have major In 
Mathematics and have possession of an 
lliinois High School Teaching certificate. 
Position begins August 25; 1977. 
E-SEC-SC-39 
HIGH SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
TEACHER. Beginning August �. 19'71. 
Must have major in Industrial Arts 
Education with course work in woods and 
metals. Possession of an Illinois High 
School teaching certificate required. 
E-SEC-SC-40 
H IG H  SCHOOL SPANISH/SOCIAL 
STUDIES. Requires a BS Degree, Majbr in 
Social Studies or Spanish, Minor in Social 
Studies or Spanish <enough hours to meet 
State of Dlinoi.S Requirements).  Must be 
fluent in Spa.psh � strong in Soci�logy. 
Applicants willing to coach or assist in 
coaching in the major sports·for boys �nd 
girls will receive p¢erence. 
�-SEC-SC-41 
SPEECH/ENGLISH TEACHER. Base 
salary $10,000. Drama and/or speecli club; 
athletic coaching endorsement will be 
helpful. 
. 
E-HE-SC-125 
UBRARIAN�ATALOGER (One yea� 
terminal appointment) Responsible for the­
cataloging and processing of media 
materials with some responsibility for all 
materials; is directly accountable to the 
Director of Processing Services. Masters 
in Library Science with preparation for or 
interest in cataloging and classification 
desirable. Application tieadline is May 13. 
E-HE-SC-128 
. 
DEAN OF ADMINISTRATIVE SER­
VICES. Provide leadership and direction 
for the administrative services · and 
financial management responsibilities of 
the college. May also be . appointed 
Treasurer of the College. Must have ap­
propriate edueational background, plus a 
broad range of management ability in 
business, industry and/or higher 
education, including evidence of leader­
ship and su�rvision ability. ApplicatiOn 
deadline is May 15, 1977. 
The following is a listing of Graduate 
Fellowships available at the Wliversity of 
Nevada, Reno Campus, for the 1977 Fall 
Semester: . 
College of Education :Reading, Stuoy 
Center, Elementary Education, Seconard 
Education, Special Education, and 
Department of Educational Foundations 
and Media. 
College of Business : Accounting and 
Information Systems, Economics 
Department, Managerial Science, Bureau 
of Business and Economic Research. 
.. 
E-H E-SC-131 
ASSIST A N T  P R O F ESSOR O F  
E C O N O M I C S .  Ph.D. preferre<!_. 
Management course work, teaching, or 
other professional experience is desirable. 
Salary and rank dependeQt upon 
qualification. Additional compensation for 
summer teaching is usually available. 
Application Deadline May 1, 1!m. Located 
in Missouri. 
E-HE-SC-132 
F AC U L T Y  M E M B E R  I N · AC­
COUNTING. Person should be interested 
j_n teaching courses in managerial,· cost, 
and elementary areas of ·accounting. 
Advising and related departmental 
responsibilities. Master's degree required. 
App�ication dealine is May 1, 1977. Locaf.e4 
in Missouri. 
E-HE-SC-134 
COUNSELO.R. Academic adylsing, 
vocational and personal counseling � 
community college students individually 
and in groups. MA in Counseling or 
Student Personnel. Counseling experience 
in CGmmunity College - one or two yeai:s 
required. Application Deadline is May 13, 
1977. 
E-HE-SC-135 
ASSISTANT TO DIRECTOR OF 
STUDENT SERVICES. Available July 1, 
1977. Minimum qualifications : Bachelor's 
degree with experience in the above 
student service functions. 
E-HE-SC-136 
INSTRUCTOR IN ECONOMICS AND 
BUSINESS ADM I N I STRATION, ot 
Assistant Professor of EconomicS and 
Busine.. s Administration, depending upon 
qualifications and experience. Must at 
least have a masters degree in accounting 
or business administration, but the Ph.D. 
degree of D.B.A. degree is preferable, with 
the C.P.A. and a background in com pulers 
being desirable additional qualifications. 
E-HE-BC-137 
INSTRUCTOR IN THEATER.Starting 
A�t. 1977. Masters Degree in Theatre 
with concentration in Directing is 
required. Directing e�rience with 
community theatre groups and teaching 
experience in a community college 
desirable. 
E-HE-BC-138 
F o l l e w i a g  positions a v a i la b l e : 
ACADEMIC DEAN: CHAIRMAN, DEPT. 
OF HEALTH A: PHYSICAL EDUCATION: 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN sPECIAL 
EDUCATION: ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
OR PROFESSOR OF SPECIAL 
EDUCATION: ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, 
HEALTH EDUCATION. For full details on 
these see the Placement Office. 
E-HE-BC-139 
ASSOCIATE DEAN AND DIRECTOR 
OF STUDENT SERVICES. Specific 
background which demonstrates ability to 
perform the job, this should include work 
in student services or related field, proven 
leadership and resourcefulness, ex­
ceptional interpersonal and organization 
skills and administrative experience. 
Advanced degree or equivalent experience 
and understandings of and commitment to 
alternative educational programs, with 
experience in such programs preferred. 
Application deadline is May 1, 1!m. 
Located in Washington state. E-HI';-1441 
College of Arts and Science : English 
Department, Foreign Languages & 
Literatures, History Department, 
Mathematics Department, Music 
Department, Poiitical Science Depart­
ment, Sociology Department, and Speech 
& Theatre Department . 
College of Agriculture : Animal Science 
Department, · Biochemistry Department, 
Plant, Soil & Water Science Department, 
Renewable Natural Resources Depart­
ment, Agricultural & Resource Economics 
Department. 
GENERAL ATTORNEY < TRAINEE > .  
Qualifcations : Bar membership in one or 
the 50 states, a territory of U.S. or D.C. and 
must have completed a full course of study 
in a school of law accredited by the ABA 
and have the first professional law degree 
<LL <LL.B or J.D. ) .  Application deadline 
is June 1, 1m. 
Ps-LO-BC-18 
ASSISTANT PERSONNEL ANALYST. 
Graduation from an accredited college at 
the baccalaureate or masters level with 
major course emphasis in areas related to 
personnel administration is required. 
Salary is $1,183.00 to $1,428.42 per month. 
Examination will be required and will be 
administered on Saturday, May 14, 1977. 
Filing period for examination is from 
March 31, 1!m, to and including April 29, 
1977. 
Ps-LO-BC-1t 
EXECUTIVE MANAGER. This position 
requires an individual who is a self­
starter, imaginative, energetic, willing to 
learn, and skillful in dealing with people. 
M-ML-BC-27 
Various positions open with the YMCA. 
Please check with Placement Office for 
listings and contact individuals. 
M-ML-SC-28 
1 )  Technical Support Programmer; 2) 
Editorial Assistant/ Assistant Editor; 3) 
Customer Service Clerk ; 4) Manuscript 
Typist; and 5) Gift Clerk. Qualifications 
and salaries available in the Placment 
Office. 
M-ML-SC-30 
LIBRARY ASSISTANT ( Full-time). 
Some college. Background in librarianship 
education or liberal arts desirable. 
CLERK <Full-time) .  Accurate typing 
necessary. Applicants must meet CETA 
Title VI eligibility criteria for gross family 
income and period of unemployment and 
be residents of Cook County. 
M-ML-SC-31 
U.S. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 
has posted its JOB PROSPECTS SHEET 
- OCCUPATION LISTING for April. 
Applications' are now being accepted for 
several positions. See listing in Placement 
Office. 
M-ML-SC-32 
April 4 YMCA listing now available, 
Cbicago and National openings listed. 
Check Placement Office "for listings 
< locations and job descriptions).  
M-ML-SC-zt 
SECRETARY I. Typing, f1ling and 
assisting in other general office duties. 
QUALITY CONTROL TECHNICIAN. 
Must have at least 2 years of college with 
technical background ; background 
related to quality control or actual ex­
perience in quality control field. Desirable 
qualifications would include a B.S. degree 
in mechanical engineering. BUYER. 
Assist the purchasing agent in purchasing 
various items needed for the operation of 
the plant. Two or more years of pur­
chasing experience desirable; must have 
excellent communication skills, both 
verbal and written. College degree helpful 
but not necessary. 
M-PT-SC-55 
JOURNALISM STRINGER-PHOTOG­
RAPHER. Independent hours, paid by the 
job. 
